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ABSTRACT 

The agent system specification, the agent system implementation and the agent 

system verification are three essential issues to build an agent system. Many works have 

been done for the first two issues in recent years. However, as a result of a lack in formal 

agent modeling techniques, little effort has been made to address the verification issue, 

which impedes the agent technique a smooth transition from the research lab to the desk 

of everyday computer engineers. Motivated by this fact and its significance, it is our 

objective in this dissertation to establish a systematic method for modeling and analysis 

of agent systems. 

An approach to combine the agent belief-desire-intention (BDI) theory and the Petri 

net transducer (PNT) theory is proposed. The resulting belief-plarmer-actuator model 

specifies individual behaviors of agents successfully and bridges the gap among belief, 

desire and intention of agents seamlessly. 

A set of agent communication protocols is developed to specify the agent social 

behavior. Theorems on analyzing the Petri Net underlying those protocols are proposed 

and proved. Based upon the proposed communication protocols, three agent social 

behavior models are proposed here: direct coordination, meeting-oriented coordination 

and blackboard-based coordination. To further exploits the power of the agent 
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communication protocols, a framework to model the mobility of agents is proposed. The 

framework includes a set of stationary agents (SA) and mobile agents (MA). 

The agent learning ability is modeled based upon the probabilistic Petri net transducer 

theory. The individual agent learning behavior is then extended to multiple-agent 

systems, where the game theory and the agent learning model are combined to achieve a 

number of agent interaction strategies. These strategies include: self-interested learning, 

complete cooperative learning, bargaining learning and coordinated learning. 

Several simulation studies have been conducted to investigate the effectiveness of the 

proposed agent model. This model is further evaluated through its application to the 

WAVES (web based audio video educational systems) project and the results have 

indicated that the proposed method is ideal in analysis of agent systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

The idea of agent has been popularized in recent years by researchers and developers 

in artificial intelligence and computer science. Agents are being used in an increasingly 

wide variety of appUcations, ranging from robot soccer [11-12], mobile robots in 

manufacturing [13-14], network traffic management [15], agent based libraries [16], 

seesaw balancing [17-19], WWW information filter [20] to network routing [21] and 

many others. The agent-based view offers a powerful repertoire of tools, techniques and 

metaphors that have the potential to considerably improve the way in which people 

conceptualize and implement many types of software systems [2]. 

Despite this degree of interest and level of activity in the agent research, the 

important issue of constructing a formal model for agent systems is still not well 

addressed. Little effort has been reported on the formal model of the entire architecture 

for agent systems. As a result, it is difficult to make systematic analysis on agent systems. 

In [3] and [4], a set of issues has been proposed in building an agent system, which 

includes: the agent system specification, the agent system implementation and the agent 

system verification. Clearly, a lack in formal agent modeling techniques has impeded the 

work on verification once we have implemented an agent system with respect to the 

given specification. 



Motivated by this fact and its significance, it is our objective here to estabUsh a 

systematic method for modehng and analysis of agent systems. For this purpose, the Petri 

net transducer (PNT) [22-28] is considered as an ideal tool due to its modeling power 

and analyzing capability. A PNT is a Petri net that can translate the input plan into an 

output plan. Petri nets derived from PNTs also enables the specification of connection 

among agents, the description of concurrency, conflict, etc., as well as provides an 

analytical method for analyzing the system structural properties such as deadlock, 

liveness, boundedness, etc [29-30]. As a language translator, a PNT has input plan and 

output plan, which can be used to describe the communication among agents. Besides, it 

can be used to specify the agent learning ability if probability is added to a PNT which 

makes it a probabilistic PNT. 

In summary, the aim of this dissertation is to estabUsh a formal specification of the 

entire architecture for agent systems via the PNT theory. 

1.2 Problem Statement and Objectives 

The agent system specification, the agent system implementation and the agent 

system verification are three essential issues to build an agent system [3-4]. Much work 

has been done for the first two issues in recent years. For the agent system specification, 

the work includes: the knowledge and action theory [5], the intention theory [6], the 

belief desire intention theory [7-10], etc. For the agent system implementation, the work 

includes: agents in Z language [31-32], the PRS architecture for BDI agents [33], the 
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situated automata [34], etc. However, as a result of a lack in formal agent modeling 

techniques, little effort has been made to address the verification issue, which impedes 

the agent technique a smooth transition from the research lab to the desk of everyday 

computer engineers. As a result most developers for agent systems still use informal 

methods to transform agent specifications into concrete implementations without help 

from the agent verification field. 

It is thus decided in this dissertation to address the agent modeling issue, which 

includes two parts: (1) establishing a formal model for agent systems (2) conducting 

systematic analysis based on the proposed model. Considering its modeling power and 

analyzing capability, Petri net transducer (PNT) theory [22-28] is an ideal tool for the 

agent system modeling. In fact, several attempts for modeling the agent systems via Petri 

nets have been already made in the past several years. These include, modeling IBM's 

aglet systems via Petri net [35-37]; modeling mobile agents based on high level Petri nets 

[38], etc. However, all those work so far focuses on just one aspect of agent systems, 

such as the agent mobiUty or the agent social ability. No effort has been reported on the 

integration of those aspects and especially on the formal modeling of the entire 

architecture. Thus it is expected here that an agent model will be constructed in a logical 

framework that integrates all the properties of agents. Only within such a framework, it is 

possible to make a systematic analysis on an agent system. To accomplish this objective, 

a set of requirements is proposed: 

1. A formal model for individual agents based on Petri net transducers; 
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2. A Petri net model of the agent social ability, which describes the communication 

and connection of individual agents; 

3. A model for agent mobility within the Petri net framework; and 

4. A Petri net model of the agent learning ability. 

Generally, the objective of this dissertation is to construct a systematic framework for 

agent systems within the proposed Petri net framework. In a sense, the dissertation is an 

application of Petri net theory for modeling and analysis of agent systems. 

1.3 Research Contributions 

The following contributions have been accompUshed toward a systematic method of 

establishing a formal agent system model: 

First, it describes a marriage of the agent belief-desire-intention (BDI) theory and the 

Petri net transducer (PNT) theory to demonstrate how the PNT theory can be effectively 

employed to model agent systems. The resulting belief-plarmer-actuator model specifies 

individual behaviors of agents successfully and bridges the gap among belief, desire and 

intention of agents seamlessly. 

Second, a set of agent communication protocols is developed to specify the agent 

social behavior. Theorems on analyzing the Petri Net underlying those protocols are 
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proposed and proved. This provides a solid platform for further agent social behavior 

modeling, which includes: 

1. Three agent social behavior models: direct coordination, meeting-oriented 

coordination and blackboard-based coordination are developed based upon 

the proposed agent communication protocols. A number of simulation studies 

have been conducted to investigate the different behaviors of these three 

coordination models via the Petri Net analysis method. 

2. A framework to model the agent mobility is established. The agent mobility 

framework is composed of stationary agents (SA) and mobile agents (MA). 

The interactions between SA and MA are investigated. 

Finally, the agent learning ability is modeled based upon the probabilistic PNT. The 

effectiveness of different learning methods is demonstrated by the video agent example. 

The individual agent learning behavior is then extended to the multiple-agent learning 

behavior, where the game theory and the agent learning model are combined to 

implement a number of agent interaction strategies. These strategies include: self-

interested learning, complete cooperative learning, bargaining learning and coordinated 

learning. A guideline on how to choose different agent learning strategies for different 

agent coordination models is proposed. 
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1,4 Organization of Dissertation 

In the next chapter, we briefly summarize some of the relevant concepts in agent 

theory. These concepts include: agent properties, agent system specifications, agent 

system implementations and agent system verifications. We also present the main design 

ideas underlying the WAVES (web based audio video educational systems) [46-50], 

where we apply and evaluate our proposed agent modeling method. 

In Chapter 3, a brief review on the theory of Petri nets and Petri net transducers 

(PNT) is given. The basic concepts of Petri nets and Petri net transducers (PNT) are 

presented by definitions and examples. 

Chapter 4 presents the belief-planner-actuator model for individual agents using Petri 

net transducer (PNT) theory. It provides a foundation for the entire architecture of agent 

models that we developed in this dissertation. 

Chapter 5 develops a set of agent communication protocols, which includes: the 

agent service protocol, the extended agent service protocol and the agent coordinating 

protocol. A set of the theorems on these protocols has been proposed and proved. 

Based upon the proposed communication protocols. Chapter 6 investigates the social 

behavior of agent systems. Three agent social behavior models are proposed: direct 

coordination, meeting-oriented coordination and blackboard-based coordination. 
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Chapter 7 further exploits the power of the agent communication protocols. This 

chapter presents a framework to model the agent mobility using the proposed agent 

communication protocols. The framework includes a set of stationary agents (SA) and 

mobile agents (MA). 

The conception of agents learning ability is introduced in chapter 8. This chapter has 

presented a marriage of the reinforcement learning and the proposed agent model. A set 

of important issues when addressing the agent learning ability is discussed in this chapter. 

Chapter 9 extends the individual agent learning behavior to multiple-agent systems by 

employing the game theory. A set of interaction strategies in the game theory is 

presented, which includes: the self-interested learning, the complete cooperative learning, 

the bargaining learning and the coordinated learning. 

Finally, Chapter 10 concludes the dissertation with a summary and suggests possible 

directions for the future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 AGENT THEORY AND WAVES SYSTEMS: A REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

We briefly summarize some of the relevant concepts of agent theory in this chapter. 

These concepts include: agent properties, agent system specifications, agent system 

implementations and agent system verifications. We also present the main design ideas 

underlying the WAVES [46-50](web based audio video educational systems), where we 

apply and evaluate our agent modeling method. The basic agent design of WAVES is 

explained with the main components one by one. 

Section 2.2 reviews the agent theory. In Section 2.3, the WAVES system is described 

in details. Finally, Section 2.4 concludes the chapter. 

2.2 Agent Systems: An Introduction 

In this section, we present basic definition of agent systems, agent system 

specifications, agent system implementations and agent system verifications. For a 

complete review, please refer to [1-2]. 
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2.2.1 Basic Concepts of Agents 

There is no universally accepted definition on agent systems at this time. 

However, most if not all the researchers agree on a set of key concepts should be 

addressed when talking about an agent system [1-4]: 

• Autonomy: an agent's active use of its capabilities to pursue its goals, 

without intervention by any other agent in either the agent's decision

making processes or the agent's internal belief [1] [3-4] [39-43]; 

• Social Ability: agents interact with other agents via some kind of 

agent-communication language, and typically have the ability to 

engage in social activities (such as cooperative problem solving or 

negotiation) to achieve their goals [1-4]; 

• Learning Ability: learning ability is an agent's capability to make a 

new observation and to incorporate the observation in updating its 

beliefs [44-45]; 

• Mobility: agent can migrate from host to host in a network, at times 

and to places of its own choosing [2] [51-52]. 

This dissertation focuses on these properties and models them in the chapters 

followed. Specially, we exploit the autonomy in chapter 4, the social ability in 

chapter 5 and 6, the mobility in chapter 7, the learning ability in chapter 8 and 9. 
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After making the definition of agent systems, the problem remains is how to 

build an agent system as a software enterprise. Three issues are required to 

address in order to build an agent system [3] [4]: the agent system specification, 

the agent system implementation and the agent system verification. Here, we 

make a brief review of these topics one by one. 

2.2.2 The Agent System Specification 

The agent system development process begins by establishing the agent system 

specification. A set of specifications has been developed such as: the knowledge 

and action theory [5], the intention theory [6] and etc. One of the most successful 

agent specifications is the belief-desire-intention (BDI) theory [7-10]. In [8], the 

author showed the necessity of beliefs, desires and intentions for an agant system 

to act appropriately in a class of application characterized by various practical 

limitations and requirements. Our agent model is thus constructed upon BDI 

theory. Here, we make an introduction to BDI theory. 

The Belief-Desire-Intention Theorv: As the name suggests, the internal state of a 

BDI agent is composed of three key agent data structures, which are intended to 

correspond loosely to beliefs, desires and intentions. An agent's beliefs are 

intended to represent the information it has about the world, as we suggested 

above. An agent's desires may be thought of as the tasks allocated to it. An agent 

may not in fact be able to achieve all of is desires. An agent's intentions represent 
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desires that it has committed to achieving. These intentions will then feedback 

into future decision-making. 

2.2.3 The Agent System Implementation 

Once we have been given a specification, we must implement a system that is 

correct with respect to this specification. Here we exploit some methods 

implementing the agent BDI specification. 

IRMA: The Intelligent Resource-bounded Machine Architecture (IRMA) [53] has 

four basic data structures: a plan library and explicit representations of beliefs, 

desires, and intentions. The architecture has: a reasoner, for reasoning about the 

world; a means-end analyzer, for determining which plans might be used to 

achieve the agent's intentions; an opportunity analyzer, which monitors the 

environment in order to determine further options for agent; a filtering process, 

which is responsible for determining the subset of the agent's potential courses of 

action that have the property of being consistent with the agent's current 

intentions; and a deliberation process, which makes the choice between 

competing options. 

PRS-CL: SRI's procedural reasoning system [55] was developed for representing 

and using an expert's procedural knowledge for accomplishing goals and tasks. It 

consists of (1) a database containing current facts and beliefs, (2) a set of goals to 
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be achieved, (3) a set of plans or procedures describing how certain sequences of 

conditional tests and actions may be performed to achieve certain goals or to react 

to certain situations, and (4) an interpreter that manipulates these components to 

select and execute appropriate plans for achieving the system's goals. 

2.2.4 The Agent System Verification 

Once having developed an agent system, it is required to show that the system is 

correct with respect to the original specification, which is known as verification. 

In [54], a verification algorithm is presented. The algorithm takes a logical model 

for the BDI agent specification language, and a formula of the specification 

language, and determining whether the formula is valid in the model. However, it 

is not clear how such an agent implementation model could be derived from the 

specification [3]. As for other agent system implementation, such as IRMA and 

PRS-CL, even those attempts are not made yet. 

In general, it is still difficult to study the behavior of agent systems analytically 

based on those current implementation models. No mention to verify the models. 

In this dissertation, we presented an agent model to analyze and verify the agent 

system. 

2.3 WAVES Project: An Introduction 

The model for agent systems proposed in this dissertation is evaluated in a web-

based audio/video educational system named WAVES [46-50]. The system is currently 
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developed at the WAVES Lab of the University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. Here we 

introduce WAVES from a view of agent technology. 

2.3.1 Basic Agents in WAVES 

The goal of the WAVES project is to develop an open and integrated platform 

for online laboratory experimentation, computer simulation, and course 

instruction using the Internet for research and teaching in modeling, design, 

analysis, and control of dynamical systems. 

In order to satisfy the modem network and software requirements, WAVES 

employs agent technology in its current implementation [28]. Some agents in 

WAVES are described as follows: 

Client Agent 

The client agent performs two basic operations; to initiate the request to 

the dispatcher agent and to interact with schedule agent. It locates the 

schedule agent via the help of the dispatcher agent. The client agent then 

communicates directly with the schedule agent, which includes: the 

experiment time reservation and the online laboratory experimentation. 
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Dispatcher Agent 

Dispatcher agent provides a communication channel for the client agent 

and the coordinator agent. Every request from the client agent must be 

submitted to the Dispatcher first. The request is then forwarded to the 

coordinator agent for actual process. 

icilenl *oen« 

mwm 

Oispalcher 

SchediMi 
AgeM 

/•% -s. Lab Agent 

23 Cortrrt ^eer* 
3) (Ma-^ave tioent 
4) VWeo 
S3 Eimst^ncy ififlent 

< 1— 
1 

Figure 2.1: WAVES Agent Design 

Schedule Agent 

The schedule agent enables the client agent to reserve a time for 

experiment. Only at the reserved time period, the client is permitted by the 

schedule agent to access the lab agent. In order to reserve a time period. 
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the schedule agent employs local search and remote search algorithms. 

The agent first searches the local database for time slots that meet the 

user's need. If there is no local vacancy available, the agent will make 

remote search for other schedule agents via the Internet. 

Lab Agent 

The lab agent in WAVES system supervises the experiment process. It 

is composed a set of agents: the coordinator agent, the file-submit agent, 

the control agent, the data-save agent, the video agent and the emergency 

agent, which cooperate to provide the user online laboratory 

experimentation. A brief description of these agents is as follows. 

Coordinator Agent will coordinate five other agents. 

File-submit Agent will check the received control file user submitted 

and convert the control file to an executable program. 

Control Agent deals with the experimentation. For example, in inverted 

pendulum experiment, it will stabilize the rod at a given position and keep 

the cart at a desired point. 

Data-save Agent will save the experiment data 

Video Agent will record and dispatch the video file in real-time. 

Emergency Agent will stop the experiment in case of out of control. 
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2.3.2 Agent Interactions in WAVES 

There are four basic interactions in WAVES: 

(1) The cUent agent locates the schedule agent. 

It is done with the help of the dispatcher agent. The dispatcher agent acts 

as a common repository for client agent and the schedule agent, which use 

it to store and retrieve messages. 

The schedule agent and client agent 
Lab Agent 

Schedule 
Agent 

Client Agent 

Dispatcher 

communicates via the dispatcher 

Figure 2.2: WAVES Agents' Interaction I 

(2) The client transfers the request to the schedule agent. 

The client agent communicates directly with the schedule agent. It either 

reserves a time slot or makes an experiment immediately. 

The client agent communicates directly 
Lab Agent 

Schedule 
Agent 

Client Agent 

Dispatcher 

with the schedule agen 

Figure 2.3: WAVES Agents' Interaction II 
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(3) The schedule agent supervises the lab agent. 

The schedule agent either initiates an experiment or stops an experiment 

according to the client's request. 

(4) The lab agent runs the experiment. 

A set of agents such as: file-submit agent, control agent, data-save agent, 

emergency agent and video agent cooperate with each other to actually run 

the experiment. 

2.4 Summary 

A set of key properties makes an agent: autonomy, social ability, learning ability and 

mobility. In order to build an agent system, three issues need to be considered, that is, the 

agent system specification, the agent system implementation and the agent system 

verification. While the agent system verification is still not well addressed due to a lack 

in agent formal modeling and analyzing tool. The dissertation presents a model in the 

chapter followed to solve the problem. This new model is evaluated in a system named 

WAVES. 
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CHAPTER 3 PETRI NETS AND PETRI NET TRANSDUCERS: A 
REVIEW 

3.1 Introduction 

We make an introduction to a set of basic concepts of Petri net theory in this chapter. 

Then a number of Petri net properties are presented, which is often employed to make 

analysis for systems modeled by Petri net. We also present the Petri net transducer (PNT) 

theory here, which is the foundation for our whole agent model. 

Section 3.2 reviews the Petri net theory. In Section 3.3, we explore the Petri net 

transducer theory. Finally, Section 3.4 concludes the chapter. 

3.2 Petri Nets Theory: An Introduction 

Petri net theory has developed considerably from its beginnings with Dr. Petri's 1962 

Ph.D. dissertation [30]. Petri net theory allows a system to be modeled by a Petri net, a 

mathematical representation of the system. Analysis of the Petri net can then reveal 

important information about the structure and dynamic behavior of the modeled system 

and this information can then be used to evaluate the modeled system and suggest 

improvements or changes. 

In this section, we present basic definition of Petri nets and explain its properties. For 

a more detailed description, refer to [29, 30]. 
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3.2.1 Basic Concepts of Petri Nets 

Definition 3.1 Petri Nets 

A Petri Net is a four-tuple= (P ,T , I ,0 ) .  P  = {P] ,P2^—^Pn)  is a finite 

set of places, n>O.T = {^, ,^2 } is a finite set of transitions, w > 0. The 

set of places and the set of transitions are disjoint, Pr\T  == O.  

I  :PxT  N is the input function,, a mapping from Cartesian product of 

the set of places and the set of transitions to nonnegative integers. 

0:TxP —> N is the output function, a mapping from Cartesian product of 

the set of transitions and the set of places to nonnegative integers. 

Definition 3.2 Markings and Marked Petri Nets: 

A marking // of a Petri Net PN -  (P,T , I ,0 )  is a function from set of 

p laces  P to  the  nonnega t ive  in tegers  N.  ju:P  ̂  N .  

A  marked Petri Net M -  {PN, ju)  is a Petri net structure PN -  (P,T , I ,0 )  

with a marking ju. 

Definition 3.3 Enabled Transitions: 

A transition t j  e T in a marked Petri net PN = (P ,T , I ,0 )  with a marking 

H is enabled if for all e P, 
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Definition 3.4 Firing a Transition: 

A transition t j  e T in a marked Petri net PN = (P ,T , I ,0 )  with a marking 

// may fire whenever it is enabled. Firing an enabled transition tj results in 

a new marking ju' defmedby//'(A ) = >"(A•)-^(/', 'A^y))+^(A'^(^ ))• 

Defmition 3.5 State of a Petri Net: 

The state of a Petri net is defined by its marking. The state space of a Petri 

ne t  wi th  n  p laces  i s  the  se t  o f  a l l  mark ings ,  tha t  i s ,  N".  

Definition 3.6 Next State Function: 

The next state function S  :  N"  xT  ^  N" for a Petri net PN = (P ,  T , I ,  O)  

with a marking // and transition tj e T is defined if and only if 

for all PI eP.lf S{JU,TJ) is defined, then 

= ju', where 

for all Pi & P. 
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Definition 3.7 Immediately Reachable Marking: 

For a Petri net N = (P ,T , I ,0 )  with marking fj,, a marking //' is 

immediately reachable from // if there exists a transition tj e T such 

\h3X5{n , t j )  =  n ' .  

Definition 3.8 Reachability Sets: 

The reachability set R(PN, ju)  for a Petri net PN = (P ,T ,  1 ,0 )  with 

marking // is the smallest set of markings defined by 

1 jueRiPN, ju )  

2 If ju' e R{C,ju) and ju"  €  R{C, ju ' )  for some t j  eT ,  then 

ju"  €RiC, ju )  

Example 3.1 

A marked Petri net 

PN = (P ,T , I ,0 ) ,  P  = (Pi ,P2 ,P3 ,P4)> T  = 

m  = {p ,}  0{ t , )  =  {p , }  

I { t2 )  =  {Pl}  0{ t^ )  =  {p^}  

I {h)^{P2 ,PA}  0{ t^ )  =  {p„p^}  

l {U)  =  {Pi}  0{ t , )  =  {p^}  

The marking is {0,1, 0,1} 
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Figure 3.1: A Marked Petri Net 

3.2.2 Properties of Petri Nets 

Many properties have been studied in Petri net theory. Among them, we consider 

five basic properties: safeness, boundedness, conservation, hveness, reachability 

and converability, which play a significant role in analyzing dynamic behavior of 

the modeled system. 

Definition 3.9 Safeness 

A place sP  with Petri net PN = (P ,T ,1 ,0 )  of an initial marking // is 

k-safe if for all ju' e R(PN, ju),ju'(pi) < k. A Petri net is safe if each place 

in that net is safe 

Definition 3.10 Boundedness 

A place Pi  e P with Petri net PN = (P ,T , I ,0 )  of an initial marking // is 

k-safe if for all / j '  e R(PN, ju) ,  ju ' (p i )  <k .  A  place is bounded if it is k-safe 

for some k. A Petri net is bounded if all places are bounded. 
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Definition 3.11 Conservation 

A Petri net PN = (P ,T ,1 ,0 )  of an initial marking / i  is strictly conservative 

i f  fo r  a l l  e  R{PN,  ju)  

Pi^p  P i^p  

A  Petri net PN = (P ,T , I ,0 )  with an initial marking j j , , is conservative with 

respect to a weighting vector w, w = (Wj, W2 ), n=\P\, w,. > 0, if all 

fo r  a l l  / / '  G R{PN,  ju ) ,  

p,eP PieP 

Definition 3.12 Liveness 

A transition t j  is live if for each ju '  e R(PN,  ju)  there exists a firing 

sequence a such that tj is enabled in 

A Petri net is live if every transition is live. 

Definition 3.13 The Reachability Problem 

Given a Petri net PN = (P ,T , I ,0 )  with an initial marking ju  and a 

mark ing  / / ' ,  i s  / / '  e  R(PN,  ju)  ?  
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Definition 3.14 The Coverability Problem 

Given a Petri net PN -  (P,T , I ,0 )  with an initial marking n  and a marking 

jj!, is there a reachable marking //" e R(PN,ju) such that jj. 

3.3 Petri Net Transducer Theory: An Introduction 

Petri net transducer (PNT) [22-28] is introduced as a result of Petri net's incapability 

to describe language translation. As a language translator, PNT has input plan and output 

plan, which can be used to describe the communication in agent systems. At the same 

time underlying PNT is still a Petri net, hence PNT still has all Petri net's ability to 

analyze the agent system structure properties such as concurrency, conflict and etc. 

3.3.1 Petri Net Transducers 

Definition 3.15 Petri Net Transducer 

Petri net transducer (PNT) M is a 6-tuple, M = (iW, £, A, cr, F), 

where 

P'N = (P, T, I, O) is a Petri net; 

2 is a finite input alphabet; 

A is a finite output alphabet; 

cr is a translation mapping fi*om T x (E, {A})  to finite set of A* ; 

F c R(ju) is a set of final markings. 
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Here X denotes the empty string and A* denotes the set of strings over A. 

... 

Input Head ^ 

Petri Net Controller Petri Net Controller 

Output Head 

b ,  h  ... K 

Output Tape 

Figure 3.2: Petri Net Transducer 

As shown in Figure3.2, there are three parts in the PNT: an input tape, an output 

tape and a Petri Net Transducer. The behavior of a PNT can be conveniently 

described in terms of configurations of the PNT. A configuration of PNT M is 

described as a triple (m,x,y) where m e R(ju) is the current state of Petri net N; 

a: G S* is the input string remaining on the input tape with the leftmost symbol of 

X under the input head; e A* is the output string emitted to this point. 

A move by PNT M is reflected by a binary relation (or =>, when M is 

clea r ) on configuration. Specially, for all m e R(ju), t eT, a g Z' u {A}, x e S*, 

and ye A* such that is defined and (j{t, a) contains z e A*, we write 

{m,ax ,y )  ̂  (S(m, t ) , x , yz )  
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where 5{m, t )  is the state transition of Petri net. We will use to denote the 

transitive and reflextive closure of =>. The translation of M is defined to be the 

set: 

r(M) = {(x,;;) I =>* for some m e F} 

T ( M )  will be called a Petri net translation or a Petri transducer mapping. A string 

y is said to be an output of a string x or x is the input of y iff e T(M) . The 

input language and the output language of M are defined to be the following two 

sets: 

A ( M )  = {x I 3;; G A*, {x ,  y )  g T ( M ) }  

and 0 } ( M )  = {>^13x6 e r(M)} 

A PNT halts at configuration (m,ax ,y )  when no transitions for which 

a(t, a) defined are enable at the current marking m . We call m the deadlock 

marking of the PNT. When a deadlock marking occurs, the input string will be 

rejected. A deadlock marking of PNT is not necessarily a deadlock marking of its 

Petri net. 

Example 3.2 

Consider a PNT M = (N ,  Z, A, a ,  ju ,  F ) ,  

where 

S  = {e} ;  A  = {a ,b ,c}  ,S ( t ^ , e )  =  {a} ,  ^  {b} ,  d{ t^ ,X)  =  {c} \  



= (1,0,0); F = {0,0,1}}. 

Figure 3.3: Petri Net Transducer Example 

When an input string e  is issued to the PNT, it will be translated into 

output string abc. The detailed translation process is: 

(//,e,;i) ^ (//, =d{/u,t^) = ((1,1,0), 1,a) 

=> (//2 = ((1,0,1),^a6) 

=> (//j =5{/d^,t^) = (0,0,1),A,a6c) 

that is. 

It is easy to show that in this case 

a{M)  = {e" I « > 0},^y(M) = {a ' 'b"c"  | « > 0} 

and 

T(M) = {(e",fl"6"c")|«>0} 
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3.3.2 Probabilistic Petri Net Transducers 

PNT can be used to specify the agent learning ability if probability is added to 

PNT which makes it a probabilistic PNT. 

Definition 3.16 Probabilistic Petri Net Transducer 

Probabihstic PNT M^, is a 7-tuple 

where 

M = {PN,  Z, A, cr, //, F)  and is a set of translation probabilities associated 

with the translation mapping a. 

Specifically, let T = be the transition set of PN,  

S  =  { a , , } ,  a n d a( t i ,a j ) ^  {Sy^  \  k  =  \ , . . . , ny} (= 0 if (T{ t . ,Qj ) is 

not defined). 

Then 

Pr  =  {0<;?^ .^  < l \ i  =  l , . . . , n j  =  l , . . . , n , k  =  l , . . . , ny}  

Py^. is the probability of selecting string Sy^. when transition is fired to 

translate input symbol a.. 

A probabilistic PNT is proper if and only if 

Vn„>0 
1=1 
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Let x = x^...x^ e a{M)be the input string and j = >•! be an output string by 

firing a transition sequence . Assume that for 0 < ^ < 5 

then the probabihty of emitting string y when x is inputted can be found to be 

^<y\^ )=Y[Pi ,uk ,  
h=\ 

Let C O { M , X ) \ ) Q  the set of output strings generated by input string x, i.e., 

a> ( M ,x)  =  {y \y  ̂  / ^and(x ,y )  e  T ( M ) }  

The optimal translation for x is defined as 

CO\M x)^{y \y&co{M,x) \Vr{x ,y )= max Pr(>^ | x)} 
zea}(M,x)  

that is, CO* {Mp,;«) is the set of output strings which may be produced by M^ with 

the highest probability when input string x is issued. 

3.4 Summary 

In summary, Petri net transducer (PNT) is an ideal modeling tool for agent systems. 

The underlying Petri net provides an analytical method for analyzing the system 

properties such as concurrency, conflict, deadlock, liveness, boundedness and etc. In the 

same time, as a language translator, PNT has input plan and output plan, which can be 

used to describe the communication in agent systems. Besides, PNT can be modified to 
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be a probabilistic PNT if probability property is added to it, which is useful when 

specifying the agent learning ability in this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 4 A PRTRI NET MODEL FOR AGENT SYSTEMS 

4.1 Introduction 

One of the most successful agent theories is BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention) model [4-

5]. A set of methods has been proposed to implement BDI model such as IRMA [53], 

PRS-CL [55] and etc. These methods expedite the process of building an agent system 

given the agent specification. However, they fail to provide an analytical way to study the 

implemented agent system, no mention to verify the correctness of the system. To 

address this problem we present a belief-planner-actor agent model, which implements 

the BDI theory using the Petri net transducer theory. This model turns out to be very 

powerful in analyzing agent systems. And it is the foundation for the entire architecture 

of agent models that we developed in this dissertation. 

Section 4.2 introduces the belief-planner-actor agent model. In Section 4.3, a video 

agent is described in detail as an example for this agent model. Finally, section 4.4 

concludes the chapter. 

4.2 A Model for Agent Systems: \he . {B ,P ,A)  Model 

In this section, we propose a belief-planner-actuator agent model based upon the BDI 

agent theory. The model consists of (1) a set of beliefs, (2) a set of procedures describing 

how certain sequences of intentions (actions) may be performed to achieve certain desires 
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(goals), and (3) an database containing executable programs and an actuator selecting and 

executing appropriate programs for achieving the agent's intentions. 

4.2.1 Basic Concepts 

We propose an agent AG = (B ,P ,A)  model as shown in figure 4.1, where 

• 5 : the agent belief 

• P: the agent planner 

•  A :  the agent actuator 

Planner P  

Belief B desire Z belief 

feedback 
intention 

primitive 
act 

new 
desire 

Actuator 

Executable 
program 

Figure 4.1: Agent (B ,  P ,  A)  Model 

With the agent model established, the behavior of the agent can be described 

as follows, 

(1) The agent is trigged by a new desire. 

(2) The planner generates a sequence of intentions with the help of belief 
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(3) The actor is trigged by the intentions. 

(4) The actor either executes certain actions or generates new desires. 

(5) The result is feedback to the beUef and the belief is updated. 

The agent repeatedly executes this set of activities. 

We then set up a map between the agent model and the Petri net transducer 

(PNT) Mp ={M,P^) . First, the agent behef B is represented by the PNT 

probabihtyP^. The representation of the agent planner f is a little complex. In 

PNT translation, E is a finite input alphabet and A is a finite output alphabet. For 

the agent's planner, S represents the desire Z)of an agent and A represents the 

intention / of an agent. As a result, a specific agent's plan making process 

y/{AG) is represented by the PNT translation r(M). Finally, the agent actuator 

A is constructed upon the PNT output string A. The agent's actuator has a 

database containing actions that can be performed by the agent. The database is 

indexed by A. And each act corresponds to a pre-written program. 

Next we exploit the conceptions of the agent behef B, the agent planner 

P and the agent actutor A one by one. 



2.2 Belief 

The belief is intended to represent the information it has about the world [8]. 

In our implementation, these information are perceived via the sensors, other 

agen ts  and  e tc ,  which  leads  to  two  proper t i es  o f  the  be l ie f  B : 

First, the information the agents obtain may be incorrect due to faulty sensors. 

That is, no belief is absolutely right. The agent only has a certain confidence that 

one belief is correct. Second, the environment is changing all the time. The data 

obtained by the sensors may be out of date. 

Considering these two properties, the agent's belief is represented by the 

PNT probability , which is powerful in describing the agent's relative favor of 

the information it has. As for the out of date problem, the agent's belief is easy to 

be updated with the time via reinforcement learning method after we quantize it 

with the probability . 

We make a brief introduction to reinforcement learning here. Specially, there 

will be several sets of intentions that can be initiated to achieve one certain desire. 

Each set is associated with a probability P^. After certain set of intentions is 

invoked, the corresponding reward (in case of failure, the reward becomes a 

punishment) is feedback for belief P^ updating. A more detailed description can 

be found in chapter 8. 
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After representing the agent belief via , the agent belief can be analyzed by 

traditional entropy theory [56], We first give some basic conceptions on entropy 

theory and then show how good the theory can be used in analyzing the belief 

updating process. A more detailed analysis can be seen in Chapter 8. 

Definition 4.1; Entropy 

The entropy of a discrete random variable X is defined by 

H{X)  = -Y ,p{x) \o^p{x)  

The entropy //(X) represents the amount of information gained given X. 

Definition 4.2: Relative Entropy 

Relative entropy between two probability mass function and is defined 

as D{p II ^ )  =  J ];?(x)log^^ 

= YJ  + Y^Pix) log f i x )  
qyx)  

= Z^-H(Pr)  
Qix)  

From definition 4.3, it is seen that relative entropy represents the inefficiency 

incurred by assuming a dist q when the true distribution is p and the relative 

entropy can be proved to be not non-negative [56]. 
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Consider the agent behef. Initially the belief the agent took may be far 

away from the true P' and the relative entropy D{P* ||Pr)is then a very big 

P positive number. As the agent updates its belief via reinforcement learning, >• 

becomes more and more close to P* and D{P* || approximates to zero. When 

P* = P^, the relative entropy D{P* || becomes zero. 

4.2.3 Planner 

We then study the plan-making process in the agent model, which basically 

deals with how to transform the agent's desire to agent's intention. First, let us 

define some basic conceptions in the plan-making process. We adopt the 

definitions of desire, delayed desire and intention proposed in [7] and [8]: 

• Desires: The tasks allocated to the agent. 

• Delayed Desires: Desires that are waiting for certain conditions to hold 

prior to commitment. 

• Intentions: Desires that the agent has committed to achieving. 

Now we are ready to study the planning process. Let d  ,d  ,  and / be three 

vectors to be used to store the agent's desires, the delayed desires and the 

intention respectively. 

1. J = 

2. If d  is empty, then stop; 
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3. u-F(d) ;  

4. If there exists a  t  eT(u)  and t  is enabled, firing t  and I { i ,u ) , go to 7; 

5. If there exists an internal operation sequence e  e such that a t  eT(u)  i s  

enabled by firing e, then firing e, go to 7; 

6. I (d  ,u )  . I f  d  is empty then d  := d  and N{d) , go to 2; 

7. If is not empty then d  -U(d ,d ' )  and N(d ' ) ,  t h e n  g o  t o  2 .  

Where F(t/) returns and deletes the first element of d ; I (d  ,u )  inserts u  to 

d  at the end of J ; I { i ,u )  inserts u  to i  at the end of U(d,d  )  unifies d  and 

d  by placing d  at the end of d  .  T{u) -{ f . (7{ t ,u )  is defined} is the set of 

transitions that are capable of processing desire u  .T  { t  • . c r{ t ,X)  is defined}, 

called the set of internal operations, are the transitions that can be called to change 

the internal state of a transducer without processing any input desire. 

From the above description, it is seen that imderlying the plan-making process 

IJ/{AG) is actually the PNT's translation T(M). The desire d maps to the input 

alphabet 2 and the intention /maps to the output alphabet A. The maps show 

that we can employ Petri net theory to study the plan-making process. 
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4.2.4 Actuator 

In [3], the author pointed out that "the actions that agents perform and the 

effects of these actions" is one of the must of an agent. Generally, agents should 

be able to influence the environment by performing action. Here we describe how 

the actuator in our agent model select and execute appropriate actions for 

achieving certain intentions. 

We first refine some related conceptions of intention, rejected intention and 

realized intention as proposed in [7] and [8]: 

• Intentions: Desires that the agent has committed to achieving. 

• Rejected Intentions: Intentions that the actor has failed to achieve. 

• Realized Intentions: Intentions that the actor has success in achieving. 

Let us exploit the agent's actuator mechanism now. The agent's actuator has a 

database containing actions that can be performed by the agent, which is indexed 

by the intention. Each action corresponds to a pre-written program. These actions 

are called primitive actions. Once the planner generates the intention, one 

appreciate primitive action is selected and performed by the actuator immediately 

if there exists one, thus guaranteeing a certain of reactivity. The executed action 

can be successful or failed, which will be feedback to the belief. And the 
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corresponding intention will be set either realized or dropped, which is called 

realized intention or rejected intention respectively. 

There is another type of action, namely, the non-primitive action. The non-

primitive action consists more unelaborated primitive-actions. So it can't be 

initiated directly. Instead the actuator will post the non-primitive act ion as a new 

desire for other agent to take. 

4.3 Case Study: the Video Agent 

4.3.1 Description of the Video Agent 

The video agent performs one basic function Li WAVES [46-50]: providing 

the user a precise feeling of what happened in laboratory context with video files. 

The agent is implemented based upon axis camera [73]. Figure 4.2 shows a live 

streaming of the inverted pendulum experiment. As shown in the figure 4.3, the 

video agent is composed of two units: the network evaluation unit and the video 

unit. Here we make a brief description of those units. 
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Figure 4.2: Live Streaming of the Inverted Pendulum Experiment 

The network evaluation unit tests the network conditions, generates the video 

compression ratio and decides which mode video agent will take. There are two 

working modes available for video agent: live-streaming mode and FTP mode. In 

case that the network is in excellent condition, the network evaluation unit 

chooses live-streaming mode. In case that the network is jammed, it chooses FTP 

mode. 

The video unit records the experiment and compresses the video file 

according to the compression ratio. In live-streaming mode, the video unit sends 

out the video streaming in real-time. While in FTP mode, it uploads a sequence of 

constitutive pictures to an FTP site. These pictures can be downloaded by the user 

in a later time. 
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Request Video 
Service 

Provide Video 
Service 

Video 
Recorder 

Video Unit 

Unit 

Figure 4.3: Video Agent 

4.3.2 The (5,P,  A)  Model for the Video Agent 

1) The Underlying Petri Net Model for the Video Agent 

The task to be processed by video agent is a single task S = {v ideo} . The Petri 

net model of the video agent is in Figure 4.4. The transitions of the agent are as 

follows: 

Initialize the agent 

Evaluate the network condition by measuring the network speed 

Record and compress video 

Perform the pseudo video streaming by sending the constitutive pictures 

via a ftp site in case that the network is jammed 

Send a video streaming in real-time to the user in case that the network is 

in excellent condition. 
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Reset the agent 

Figure 4.4: Petri Net Model for Video Agent 

2) The Video Agent's Belief 

The video agent's belief is about two parts: the video compression ratio and 

the working mode. Both need to be adapted with the network condition. 

Specially, the video agent divides the network condition into a set of windows 

by testing the network speed. Each speed window prefers a special video 

compression ratio and working mode that achieves the best tradeoff between the 

performance and speed that is uncertain at first. The preference is represented by a 

discrete probability distribution . Initially all speed window use the same 

preference value. Those values are updated over times, hi this way the video 

agent could attains the best performance. 

3) The Video Agent's Planner 

The agent's desires are: D = {v ideo} .  

The agent's intentions are: I - { testNetwork , recordVideo , pseudoVideo , 

livevideo }. 
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The plan-making process y /{AG)  is: 

<T{t^ ,  X)  -  tes tNe twork  

<7{ t^c^^ )  -  recordVideo{cr^ ) ,  where cr-'is the video compression ratio 

a(t ,video) = pseudoVideo 

a(t,^, video) - livevideo 

Where testNetwork , recordVideo , pseudoVideo , livevideo are executable 

programs. 

Specially, when the agent is given the desire video , the agent's intention 

sequence will be; { testNetwork, recordVideo, pseudoVideo } or { testNetwork, 

recordVideo, livevideo } 

4) The Video Agent's Actuator 

All the agent's intentions testNetwork , pseudoVideo , livevideo , 

recordVideo have corresponding executable programs. Once the planner 

generates the intention, one appropriate program is selected and performed 

immediately. 

Specially, consider the intention liveVideo.ln case the network becomes so 

jammed that the real-time live streaming is impossible, the intention 
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liveVideo.•wiW be a rejected intention. Otherwise, in case of excellent network 

condition it will be a realized intention. 

4.4 Summary 

This chapter has presented an application example of the belief-planner-actuator 

model for agent systems. The effort has been focused on the specification of the agent's 

individual behavior. It is only the first step to the establishment of the entire architecture 

of the agent systems. In the next chapter, we develop a communication protocol as to 

how individual agents can interact with each other. 
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CHAPTER 5 THEORY OF AGENT COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS 

5.1 Introduction 

The behef-planner-actuator model describes the individual behavior of the agent. 

This chapter presents some basic issues on modeling the social behavior of agent 

systems. For the agent social behavior, communication protocols are widely recognized 

as essential concept to support many forms of interactions among agents [57], such as 

information sharing, task sharing, resource sharing or commitments. It has been shown 

that agent systems with many intercommunicating agents can be very difficult to develop 

without appropriate tools to model agent communication [58]. The object of this chapter 

is to establish a set of agent communication protocols based on Petri net theory, which 

forms a solid base for the further modeling about agent social behavior in the following 

chapters. 

Section 5.2 describes the Petri net model for the agent service protocol and the 

extended agent service protocol. Properties of these protocols are proposed and proved in 

section 5.3. Section 5.4 introduces the agent meeting place protocol. A control agent 

example is given in section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 concludes the chapter. 
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5.2 The Specification of Agent Service Protocols 

5.2.1 The Agent Service Protocol 

In a multiple-agent system, agents are expected to provide variety of services 

and also request services from other agents [59]. We define an agent service 

protocol that describes how agents exchange services among them under a 

specified communication contract. 

The agent service protocol consists four parts as shown in figure 5.1: a pair of 

agents (the service provider and the service requester), a set of communication & 

control buses and a set of mappings. Specially, the communication & control 

buses represent places where the agents exchange their information. The 

mappings describe the links between agents and the buses. 

Agent 
(Service Requester) 

Agent 
(Service Provider) 

Figure 5.1: Petri Net Model for the Agent Service Protocol 
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Definition 5.1: Agent Service Protocol 

An agent service protocol ASP is defined as a 4-tuple 

ASP^(SP,SR,C,D) 

Where 

1) The service provider is an agent AG with an underlying PNT 

S P  =  ( P N , p )  a n d  P N ^ ^  =  { P ^ ^ , , 0 ^ ^ ) .  

2) The service requester is an agent AG with an underlying PNT 

SJi = (PN^^, 2,,, , (7,,, ) and PN^^ = (P,,,, O,,) 

3) The set of communication & control buses C = {Cp2r'^r2p»^«} • 

' ^r2p ^hc communication input point, 

communication output pointer and the control point respectively. 

4) D = {Rp ,Sp,R^,S^} is a set of mappings. 

The service provider's receiving mapping R^ and sending 

mapping ^^are mappings from SP to subsets C that satisfy the 

following constraints: 

( t ,Cp2^ ) e S p  o ( t , c J e S ^ ;  

The service requester's receiving mapping R^ and sending 

mapping are mappings from SR to subsets C that satisfy the 

following constraints: 

(^' ^r2 ^ (^' ^n) ̂  ' 
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The definition represents a set of formal specifications for a communication 

and control protocol. A token in indicates that a service request has been 

submitted to that agent SP. SR can issue the service request to c^2p 

when there is a token in the control bus c„ indicating that SP is available to 

provide service. Otherwise, SR has to wait until SP is idle. A token in Cp2r 

indicates that a service has been completed by SP, and the feedback information 

has been contained in the token. 

The behavior of the agent service protocol can be described in terms of Petri 

net underlying the ASP, which provides a way to use concepts and analysis 

methods of Petri net theory to study the agent's social behavior. 

N = (P,T,I,0) 

where P = P^^'^ P^^KJC , 

T = T ur 
sp sr  

m-

0,r  (0  ̂  {c  I ( t ,  C) eSJ if  t e  

0 , p  ( 0  ̂  { c  I  ( t ,  c )  s S J  i f  t e  

The initial marking of N is: 

KP) = { « 

0 

Msp iP) or H,, ip) for p e P^^ or p e P^^ 

n for p = c„ 

otherwise 
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Example 5.1: Figure 5.3A gives an example for the agent service protocol. The 

formal specification for the example is as follows: 

SR Al with £ {cq, } ,  A  {cj,62}) ^(^si> ^0)  f i '^4} ^2»  

iSP — A2 with 2 — {gj}, A — {cj, o'(t^2 ~ ^39 ^(^/2>•^) ~ ^4? 

where S^(tf,)= , 

}  ~  i ^ f l ) ~ ' 

Assume the input desire Al gets is e", the transitions have to be fired in 

according to the following firing sequences: (^^i,^s2»^/2'^/i)" the output plan 

is (Sj, ̂ 2 5 ^3 ? ^4) 

ma' 

mb2 mb1 

A2 

A. Agent Service Protocol Example B. Extended Agent Service Protocol Example 

Figure 5.2: Examples for Agent Communication Protocols 
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5.2.2 The Extended Agent Service Protocol 

The agent service protocol is a simplified model for agent communication and 

coordination. In reality, one agent may play both roles: either service provider or 

service requester. One way to solve this problem is to divide the agent as a set of 

mini-agents. Each mini-agent is a service provider or a service requester but not 

both of them. These mini-agents are coupled to form one agent via Petri net 

composition [27]. As a result, the communication between the mini-agents can be 

modeled by the agent service protocol. The communication protocol between 

agents becomes the extended agent service protocolas shown in figure 5.3, 

where EASP = {ASP^,ASP^,...ASPJ, m>\. 

Definition 5.2: Extended Agent Service Protocol 

An extended agent service protocol EASP is defined as a 4-tuple 

EASP = {A,B,C,D) 

Where 

1) The agent .4 is a PNT ^ = (PA/'„,2:„,A„,cr„,//^,FJ which is 

composed of a set of mini-agent {ma^,ma2, ,mai} , where 

/ > 0 .  
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Agent A 

Mini Agent 

r ip p2r 

Agent B 

Mini Agent 

Figure 5.3: Petri Net Model for the Extended Agent Service Protocol 

2) The agent 5 is a PNT 5 = which is 

composed of a set of mini-agent {mb^, mb^, , mb,}, where / > 0. 

3) The set of communication & control buses C = » 

where 0<i <l, > Kip K the communication input 

point, communication output pointer of the control point between 

waj and mb^ respectively. 

4) D - {R'^,S[,Rl,S[} Q<i<l is a set of mappings. 

The service provider's receiving mapping and sending 

mapping are mappings from mini-agent ma- to subsets. 
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The service requester's receiving mapping and sending 

mapping are mappings from mini-agent mb. to subsets C. 

The behavior of the extended agent service protocol can also be described in 

terms of Petri net underlying iheEASP. 

N = (P,T,I,0) 

where P = P.uPgUC, 

T - T . k j T ,  

m= 
\ l A { t ) ^ { C \ { t , c ) e R ^ } }  i f t e T ^  

I Igit)u{CI (t,c) € if teTg 

0(0 = 
\ O B i t ) ^ { c \ { t , c ) e S ^ }  i f t e T ^  

i o 5 ( 0 u { c | ( f , c ) e 5 ^ }  i f t ^ T g  

The initial marking of N is: 

m ( P ) ^  

H A  ip) or M B  (P) far p e P^ or p G PG 

n for p^ c„ 

0 otherwise 

Example 5.2: Figure 5.2 B gives an example for the extended agent service 

protocol. The formal specification for the example is: 

Agent A with 11 = {eQ,e^,e^) , K = {e^,e^,e^,e^) , cr(f^,,eo) = g; , 

' ̂6 ) ~ ^2 ' *^(^03 ' ̂7 ) ~ ^3 ' ^(.^a4 ' •^) ~ ^4 ' 
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Agent B with i: = {e„e^} , , ( j { t ^ ^ , e ^ ) ^  e ,  , 

^i^bl ' ~ ^6 ' *^(^*3 5 '^) ~ ^7 ' ^i^b4 >^4) ~ 

^  ~  i ' ^ p l r ' ^ r Z p ' ^ n }  '  ^ ~ h ^ >  

B = {R:,S:,Jt ; ,S;} i  = 1,2 Where 

Rl ih.} = (^„I) = , K {ta2} = iK,) = c;,,, Rl } = si {t,,) = c: 

Rl ih. } = itâ  ) = 4, , Rl {ta4 } = si ih, ) = c],, , Rl 3̂ } = ) = C„̂  

Assume the input desire A\ gets is , the transitions have to be fired in 

according to on of the following firing sequences: 

»^61' ^a2 ' ̂«2 » ^63 ' ̂a3 ' ̂a4 '^44 ' 

K \ » H i '  H i  ' h i ' H i '  H i '  H A  - H A  •  

and the output plan is; 

5 ^5 5 ^6 ' ̂2 ' ̂7 ' ̂3 ' ̂4 ' ̂8 ' 

5 ^5 ' ̂6 ' ̂7 ' ̂2 » ^3 ' ̂4 ' ̂8 • 

5.3 Properties of Agent Communication Protocols 

One of the merits offered by modeling the agent system is that the underlying Petri 

net provides us a way to reveal important information about the agent system such as 

information sharing, task sharing, resource sharing or commitments, hi this section, we 
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introduce two theorems on the boundedness and hveness of the agent service protocol 

and the extended agent service protocol. 

Theorem 5.1 The Petri net underlying the^iSP, is bounded if Petri nets 

and are bounded. 

Proof: Reminding R(N,ju) represents the reachability set of N and from the 

definition of the agent service protocol we obtain that Vw e R(N,ju) => m(p) < n 

if peC. Since Petri nets and are closed subsets of , it follows that 

the restriction of R(N,ju) on is a subset of R(N^p,ju^p), the restriction of 

R(N,ju) on is a subset of R(N^^,ju^^). Therefore, the boundedness of 

and guarantees the boundedness of the underlying . It is also easy to show 

that when n = l, the safeness of , and guarantees the safeness of the 

underljdng N. 

It is also easy to show that the Petri net N underlying the EASP, is bounded if 

Petri nets , and are bounded. The basic idea is as follows: the 

boundedness of , and guarantees the boundedness of mini-agents ma. and 

mb^ 0<i<l . ma., mb. , C = and D' = {Rl,,Sl,,R'i,,S'i,} thus 

construct a ASP, which can be proved bounded. Since these mini-agents are 

coupled via Petri net composition [27], hence the Petri net N is also bounded. 
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Theorem 5.2 The Petri net iV underlying the ASP, is live if Petri nets and 

are live. 

Proof: From the symmetry of ASP structure, we only need to show that N^p as a 

subset of is a live Petri net. 

Let R(N,ju) be an arbitrary marking; R(N,m,k)he the set of markings reached 

from m by firing at most k transitions in Let and R^p(N,m,k) be the 

restrictions of" and R(N,m,k) on P^^, respectively; and R(N^p,m^p,k) be the 

set of markings reached from by firing at most k transitions in when 

is considered as an independent Petri net. Let r(A:)be the set of transitions in 

that are enabled under R{N,m,k) and T'{k)he the set of transitions in that 

are enabled under R(N^p,m^p,k) when is considered to be independent. We 

first prove that R^^ (N, m,k) = R(N^p, , k) and T{k) - T'{k) for any A: > 0. 

Let R(N,ju) be an arbitrary marking; R(N,m,k)bG the set of markings reached 

fi-om m by firing at most k transitions in Let and R^p(N,m,k) be the 

restrictions of" and R(N,m,k) on P^^, respectively; and R(N^p,m^p,k) be the 

set of markings reached from by firing at most k transitions in when 

is considered as an independent Petri net. Let T{k)he the set of transitions in 

that are enabled under R{N,m,k) and T'(k)bG the set of transitions in that 

are enabled under R(N^p,m^p,k) when is considered to be independent. We 
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first prove that ( N ,  m , k )  =  R ( N ^ p ,  ,  k )  and T {k) = T'{k) for any k>Q. 

When A: = 0 , R^p(N,m,Q)) = = R{N^p,m^p,0), and, obviously, T'(0) ̂ T(0). 

Let t e r'(0) be an enabled transition with respect to . If it,Cp2r) ^ and 

(t,c^2p) ^ then it is clear that t is also enabled by m , therefore t e J'(0)in 

this case. When {t, ^ firing sequence of transition from // 

to w , be the number of transitions t '  in j'such that { t ' , C p 2 r )  ̂  ^sp ' the 

number of transitions t "  in s  such that i t " , c ^ 2 p ) ^ ^ s p  ' P n  ^>6 the number of 

tokens in c„ and kj be the number of firing by transition tj . Since there are 

n initial tokens in c„, we have 

P n  ^ n  +  k s - k ^  

k j ^ < k j -  <  minla:^, n  +  k j ^ }  

However, by the mapping constraint, in this case: 

0< kg -k,f <n 

which implies that minlA:^,^ + kg} = ks. Therefore, tj- can be fired enough times 

such that  p„ >0, which indicates that  t  is  enabled under m ,  i .e . ,  ^ er(0) .  

Similarly, when {t, c^2p ^sp' have 

P n  = n  +  k s - k j ,  

Therefore, T{k) = T'{k). 



Similarly, when {t, 

Assume that R^p(N,m,k) = R(N^p,m^p,k), T'(k) = T(k) for k<q. Clearly, 

R^p(N,m,q+ 1) = R(N^p,m^p,q+ V) follows immediately from T(q) = T'{q) . 

Since T'(q + V)-^T(q + V) , by the same procedure used in the proof of 

r'(0) = r(0), we can show that r(^ + l) 3 r'(^ + l). Hence 

RJN,m,k) = R(N,^,m^^,k), T'(k) = T(k) for any A: > 0. 

Since N^p is live, every transition can be enabled by firing some transitions form 

in Since T\k) = m t > 0, 

we see that the same transition can also be enabled after the same number of 

firings of transitions form ^ in Therefore, ^ is live. 

It is also easy to show that the Petri net N underlying the EASP, is live if Petri 

nets N^, and Ng are hve. The basic idea is as follows: the liveness of N^, and 

Ng guarantees the liveness of mini-agents ma,, and mbi 0 <i <l. ma;, mb^, 

C = {c'p2r,c[2p,c'„} dinA D' - {R'^,S'^,Rl,Sl} thus construct a ASP, which can 

be proved live. Since these mini-agents are coupled via Petri net composition 

[27], hence the Petri net N is also live. 
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5.4 Specification of Agent Coordinating Protocols 

The agent coordinating protocol is composed of one coordinator, a set of agents and 

a set of connection points. There is only one coordinator in the agent coordinating 

protocol, which supervises the communication and cooperation of a set of agents. Agents 

may provide or request services, which is coordinated by the coordinator. Besides this 

connection, there is no other communication between agents. For each agent, the 

connection between the coordinator and itself is just an extended agent service protocol 

EASP. 

Coordinator 

EASP EASP EASP 

Agent Agent 

Figure 5.4: Agent Coordinating Protocol 

Definition 5.3: Agent Coordinating Protocol 

An agent coordinating protocol MP is defined as a 3-tuple 

MP = {C,A,E) 

Where 
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1. The coordinator C is a PNT C = with a 

P e t r i  n e t  N =  ( P ^  

2. The agents A = {A^,A2,...,A„}, n>l . Each agent ^ is a PNT 

A,=iNlXX,<,Ml,F:)  with aPetr i  net  K =(P:X,11,01) 

3. The extended agent service protocols 

E = {EASPy,EASP2,...,EASPJ, where EASPi is an extended agent 

service protocol between the coordinator C and the agent A^. 

The behavior of agent coordinating protocol can be described in terms of Petri net 

underlying the M P .  

N ^ { P , T , I , 0 )  

where P - P^KJ P^K J C  ,  

i : i t ) y j { C \ i t , C l ) ^ R l )  i f t e T :  

O , ( 0 u { C l ( ^ , C ) e 5 J  i f t e T ^  

The initial marking of ^ is: 

K P )  =  

M p )  o r  H S P )  

•• n 

0 
Vw 

for p & P^ or peP^ 

f o r  p & C l  

otherwise 
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5.5 Case Study—Inverted Pendulum Control Agent in WAVES 

5.5.1 Experimental Domain 

The inverted pendulum is one experiment provided by WAVES [46-50]. As 

shown in figure 5.5, it consists of a cart which slides on a ground stainless steel 

shaft. The cart is equipped with a motor and a potentiometer. The cart along with 

the motor and potentiometer are coupled to a rack and pinion mechanism used to 

transmit a driving force to the system as well as measuring the position of the cart. 

The motor shaft is connected to a small gear while the potentiometer shaft is 

connected to a big gear. Both these gears mesh with the toothed rack. When the 

motor turns, the torque created at the output shaft is translated to a linear force, 

which results in the carts motion. When the cart moves, the potentiometer shaft 

turns and the voltage measured from the potentiometer can be calibrated to obtain 

the track position. A rod is mounted on the cart whose axis of rotation is 

perpendicular to the direction of motion of the cart. A potentiometer mounted on 

the axis of rotation of the cart allows us to measure the angle of the rod in the 

vertical direction. 
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Figure 5.5: Inverted Pendulum 

The inverted Pendulum control agent is used to stabilize the rod at a given 

position and keep the cart at a desired point. It is consists four agents as shown in 

figure 5.6: the coordinator agent, the mode control agent, the swing up agent and 

the keep balance agent. The agent coordinating protocol is used here. 

Coordinator Agent 

Mode Control 
Agent 

Swing-Up Agent 
Keep-Balance 

Agent 

Figure 5.6: Inverted Pendulum Control Agent 
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5.5.2 The Petri Net Model for Inverted Pendulum Control Agent 

We treat mainly with the agent communication protocol here, which is unrelated 

to the agent's belief issue. Hence the description of agent in this section skipped 

the belief part, which we will study in chapter 8. 

A Coordinator Agent 

1) Agent Description 

The coordinator agent coordinates three agents: the mode control agent, the 

swing up agent and the keep balance agent. The Petri net model of the coordinator 

agent can be seen in figure 5.7. The coordinate agent is mainly concerned with the 

problem of which agent should be called for a given task and be informed by the 

result of the recently completed execution. 

Figure 5.7: Coordinator Agent 
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2) The {B,P,A) Model 

The Underlying Petri Net Model: The task to be processed by the coordinator 

agent is a single task E = {control}. The Petri net model of the coordinator agent 

is shown in Figure 5.7. The transitions of the coordinator agent are as follows: 

Initialize the agent and take the mode choice from the mode control agent. 

Issue command for testing current working mode (either keep-balance mode or 

swing-up mode). 

Issue the command to swing up the rod to vertically upright position. 

Issue the command to balance the rod and to keep the cart at the center. 

Be informed by the mode agent of working mode. 

Be informed by the swing-up agent of the execution result. 

Be informed by the keep-balance agent of the execution result. 

tj. Reset the agent and report the result of the task execution. 

The Plarmer: The agent's desires are: Z) = { control } . The agent's intentions are: 

/ = {testMode, swing, balance } . The plan-making process is as follows: 

cr(?j, control) = A , (T{t^^, A) = testMode, 

cr(t^, mod e) = A, CT(t^^, A) = swing, 

c r { t ^ a » -  b a l a n c e ,  

where 
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control is a control algorithm including a keep-balance part and a swing-up part. 

testMode is the task transferred to the mode agent. 

swing is the swing-up algorithm issued to the swing-up agent and 

balance is the keep-balance algorithm issued to keep-balance agent. 

The actuator: The agent's intentions are: / = { testMode, swing, balance }. 

The actions that these intentions initiate are all non-primitive, that is, they have no 

corresponding executable program. These intentions are issued to other agents 

and become the desires of these agents. 

B. Mode Control Agent 

1) Agent Description 

The mode control agent supervises the mode control process of the system. 

The structure of the agent can be seen in figure 5.SB. Two working modes are 

involved in the agent: swing-up mode and keep-balance mode. Initially, the 

pendulum is in static state and the swing-up mode is taken. After the rod is swung 

to vertically upright position, the keep-balance mode is taken. In case that the rod 

diverges from the vertically upright position by an angle greater than the 

threshold, the swing-up mode is chosen again. 

To decide the mode, the agent first utilizes the sensor input and calibrates the 

rough data to obtain cart position, velocity, angle and angle velocity. Then the 
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agent reads from its memory the previous record of these parameters. Comparing 

the current record and previous record, the agent makes a decision on which mode 

to choose. 

A. Petri Net Model 

Request swing-up 
orkeep-balaice 

service 

h 

Provide swing-ip 
orkeep-balaice 
~ servicc 

il 

Memoiy Unit 

Sensor Unit 

Sensor 
Rea^din g 

Thresholding 

State 
Choosing 

Mode 
Choosing 

B. Macroscopic Structure 

Figure 5.8: Mode Control Agent 

2) The iB,P,A) Model 

The Underlying Petri Net Model: The task to be processed by the mode agent is a 

single task Z = {testMode}. The Petri net model of the mode agent is in Figure 

5.8 A. The transitions of the mode agent are as follows: 

Initialize the agent 

Read from the potentiometer the cart position, the cart velocity, the rod angle 

and the angle velocity 

Calibrate the rough data read from potentiometer 

Retrieve the previous records about the cart position, the cart velocity, the rod 

angle and the angle velocity 

Perform mode choosing based on current data and previous records. 
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tj- reset the agent 

The Planner: The agent's desires are: D = {testMode }. The agent's intentions 

are: / = { getParameter , calibrateData , read Re cord , chooseMode } . The 

plan-making process is as follows: 

cr(t^, testMode) = 1, '^(^gp > ~ getParameter, 

crit^^, A) - calibrateData, = read Re cord , 

cr{t^c 1 - chooseMode,  cr(f^,  A) = mod e, 

where getParameter , calibrateData , readme cord and chooseMode are 

executable programs; mode could be either swing-up or keep-balance. 

The actuator: The agent's intentions are: / = { getParameter , calibrateData , 

read Re cord , chooseMode }. All these intentions have corresponding executable 

programs: 

the actions for getParameter : Read from the potentiometer the cart position, the 

cart velocity, the rod angle and the angle velocity; 

the actions iox calibrateData: Calibrate the rough data read from potentiometer; 

the actions for read Re cord : Retrieve the previous records about the cart position, 

the cart velocity, the rod angle and the angle velocity; 

the actions for chooseMode: Perform mode choosing based on current data and 

previous records. 
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C. Swing-up Agent 

1) Agent Description: 

The swing up agent is designed to swing up the rod automatically. The 

structure of the agent can be seen in figure 5.9B. The agent works in two 

situations: 

1. When the pendulum is in initial static state; 

2. When the pendulum lost its balance. 

In order to swing up the rod from its initial static state, a predefined trajectory 

plan is estabhshed in advance. In case that the pendulum lost its balance due to 

the perturbation, the swing-up agent will employ PID algorithm to generate a new 

trajectory plan [60]. The PID algorithm is chosen here because the inverted 

pendulum's position and angle is not predicted in this situation and predefined 

plan can't apply. 

Based upon the generated trajectory plan, the corresponding torque required to 

create by the motor is calculated. As a result, the trajectory plan is converted to 

the motion plan which actually runs the motor. 

To guarantee that the pendulum will not collide with either track end, a check 

program is executed to verify the motion plan. When the motion plan is found to 

cause a collision, a replanning has to be performed. 
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2) The {B,P,A) Model 

The Underlying Petri Net Model: The task to be processed by the swing-up agent 

is a single task S = {swing}. The Petri net model of the swing-up agent is shown 

in Figure 5.9A. The transitions of the swing-up agent are as follows: 

Initialize the agent; 

Swing up the pendulum as the procedure predefined which is called when the 

pendulum starts to run from the static state; 

Perform PID algorithm to generate a new trajectory plan; 

Perform a motion plan based upon the trajectory plan; 

Check the motion plan to guarantee the collision avoidance; 

tf reset the agent. 

Request Swing- |—• 
up Service J I 

Trajectory 
Plan Unit 

Predefined 

Plan 

PID Algorithm 

^ Provide &ving-
up Service 

M otion Plan 

Unit 

Plan Check 

Unit 

A. Petri net model B. Macroscopic Structure 

Figure 5.9: Swing-up Agent 

The Planner: The agent's desires are: D - {swing}. The agent's intentions are: 

/ = { predefinedPlan, trajectory Plan, motionPlan, chcekPlan }. 

The plan-making process is: 
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a(t^,swing) = A ; 

<j(tp^, A) - predefinedPlan; 

, A) = trajectory Plan; 

cr{tmp, A) = motionPlan ; 

a(t^p,A) - chcekPlan. 

where predefinedPlan, trajectory Plan, motionPlan and chcekPlan are 

executable programs. 

The actuator: The agent's intentions are: I - { predefinedPlan, trajectoryPlan, 

motionPlan , chcekPlan }. All these intentions have corresponding executable 

programs: 

the actions for predefinedPlan : Swing up the rod using predefined procedure ; 

the actions ioxtrajectoryPlan: Perform PID algorithm to generate a new trajectory 

plan; 

the actions for motionPlan : Perform a motion plan based on the trajectory plan; 

the actions iox chcekPlan: Check the plan to guarantee the collision avoidance. 

D. Keep-balance Agent 

1) Agent Description: 
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The keep-balance agent performs two basic operations: to balance the inverted 

pendulum and to keep the cart at the center at all times. The agent structure can be 

seen in figure 5.1 OB. 

The LQR algorithm and PID algorithm are employed to generate a trajectory 

plan that keeps the pendulum balance [60]. In order that the algorithm can be 

implemented in real time, the LQR algorithm is executed off-line in advance. 

Based upon the generated trajectory plan, a motion plan is obtained as we do in 

the swing-up agent. Finally, to guarantee that the pendulum stays in the center of 

the track, a check program is executed to verify the motion plan. 

Request 

Keep_balance 
^vice n ft 

Provide Keep-

balance Service 

Motion Plan 
Unit Trajectory Plan 

Unit 

Plan Check 
Unit 

A. Petri Net Model B. Macroscopic Structure 

Figure 5.10: Keep-balance Agent 

2) The {B,P,A) Model 
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The Underlying Petri Net Model: The task to be processed by the mode agent is a 

single task E = {testMode}. The Petri net model of the mode agent is in Figure 

5.8 A. The transitions of the mode agent are as follows: 

Initialize the agent; 

Perform the trajectory plan.; 

Perform the motion plan based upon the trajectory plan; 

Check the motion plan to guarantee the cart at the center; 

tj- Reset the agent. 

The Planner: The agent's desires are: D - {balance}. The agent's intentions are: 

/ = { trajectoryPlanb, motionPlanb, chcekPlanb } . 

The plan-making process is: 

ait^, balance) = X; 

, A) = trajectoryPlanb; 

(7{tmp, = motionPlanb; 

<j{tcp, ̂  = chcekPlanb; 

where trajectoryPlanb, motionPlanb and chcekPlanb are executable programs. 
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The actuator: The agent's intentions are: / = { predefinedPlan, trajectoryPlan, 

motionPlan , chcekPlan }. All these intentions have corresponding executable 

programs: 

the actions ioxtrajectoryPlan: Perform the trajectory plan; 

the actions fox motionPlan : Perform the motion plan based on the trajectory plan; 

the actions fox chcekPlan: Check the plan to guarantee the cart at the center. 

5.5.3 Experiment Results 

We set the vertically down position as 0°, then-180° represents vertically 

upright, namely, balanced. Also, we set the center of the shaft 0 cm. Hence, the 

rod angle will approximate to -180° and the cart position will close to 0 cm if the 

control agent works well. 

Figure 5.11 shows the experiment result where two control stages can be seen 

in figure, hi the first stages the swing up agent tries to swing up the rod and the 

output of the mode control agent is "swing up mode". It is seen that the vibration 

of pendulum position, velocity and angle are extremely big in this period. In the 

next stage, the position of the pendulum is almost vertically upright, the output of 

the mode control agent is "keep balance mode" and the keep balance agent comes 

to work. This stage happens at iteration 150. From the figure5.11 it is can 
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obviously seen the agent works very well in this case, where the rod angle 

approximates to -180° and the cart position approximates to 0 cm. 
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Figure 5.11: Inverted Pendulum Agent Control Results 
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5.6 Summary 

This chapter has presented a set of communication protocols for agent systems. A set 

of theorems on these protocols has been proposed and proved. An application example of 

the agent meeting place protocol model for agent systems is presented in details. A 

further investigation on these communication protocols can be found in the two chapters 

followed, where we apply them to agent social behavior modeling. 
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CHAPTER 6 A PETRI NET MODEL FOR AGENT SOCIAL 
BEHAVIORS 

6.1 Introduction 

Last chapter presents a set of communication protocols for agent systems. In this 

chapter, we make a further research on agent social behaviors based upon the 

communication protocols established. We propose three agent social behavior models: 

direct coordination, meeting-oriented coordination and blackboard-based coordination. 

These models are then applied to WAVES system. The object is to exploit the power of 

the agent communication protocols in the modeling for the agent social behavior. 

In Section 6.2, we propose the definition for three agent social behaviors. Section 6.3, 

6.4 and 6.5 construct the Petri net model for each social behavior respectively. Finally, 

Section 6.6 concludes the chapter. 

6.2 Social Behavior Models for Agent Applications 

Before exploring the agent social behaviors, we first propose two main characteristics 

distinguishing different social behavior models. Due to the crucial role of the coordinator 

in the agent's social behavior models, these characteristics are established according to 

the functions played by the coordinator: 
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(1) Whether social behavior models require the involved entities to have a coordinator. 

(2) The role the coordinator plays in the social behavior model. Whether it is just a 

common repository to store and retrieve messages or it implements some control 

functions and decides the information flow among other agents. 

The agent social behavior models thus can be divided into three categories: 

(i) Meeting-oriented coordination [61]: there exists a coordinator and it is implements 

some control fimctions 

(ii) Direct coordination [61]: no coordinator; 

(iii) Blackboard-based coordination [62-69]: there exists a coordinator but it is just a 

common repository to store and retrieve messages. 

6.2.1 Meeting-oriented Coordination 

111 the meeting-oriented coordination [61], a coordinator deals with the 

problem of control and communication among other agents. Hence, agents can 

interact with no need of explicitly naming the involved partners. Interactions 

occur in the context of known meeting points that the coordinator provides to 

communicate and synchronize with each other. Often meetings are locally 

constrained: to avoid the problems related to non-local communication (i.e., 

unpredictable delay and unreliability), a meeting takes place at a given execution 

environment and only local agents can participate in it. 
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6.2.2 Direct Coordination 

In direct coordination models [61], two agents initiate a service exchange by 

explicitly naming the involved partners. There is no such a special agent as 

coordinator who supervises the communication of other agents. Two agents must 

agree on a communication protocol. Typically this protocol will be a peer-to-peer 

one. 

6.2.3 Blackboard-based Coordination 

In blackboard-based coordination [62-69], the coordinator supervises the 

communication among agents. The coordinator is used by agents as common 

repositories to store and retrieve messages. That is, the coordinator works as a 

blackboard. Agents can join the coordination by leaving a message on the 

blackboard without need to know where the corresponding receiving agents are. 

This suits a web-based envirormient in which the position of the interacting agents 

can be neither known in advance. 
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A Petri Net Model for the Meeting-oriented Coordination 

3.1 The Meeting-oriented Coordination Structure 

The meeting-oriented coordination is composed of one coordinator agent and 

a number of agents. It is constructed upon the agent coordinating protocol 

MP = {C,A,E) established in Chapter 5. 

The coordinator agent C has it own desire, intention and belief The 

coordinator agent generates intentions based on its desires and then dispatches the 

intentions to the agent that it believes can accomplish these intentions. 

The agent A - {A,,A2,...,A„}, after getting the coordinator's intentions, takes 

them as its desires and generates its own intentions and run act execution. The 

result is feedback to the coordinator agent for belief updating. Hence in the 

communication between the agent and the coordinator agent, the coordinator 

Coofdinator 

Figure 6.1; Meeting-oriented Coordination Structure 
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agent always plays the role as "service requester" while the agent always plays 

the role as "agent provider". There is no other communication among agents. 

6.3.2 Case Study of the Meeting-oriented Coordination 

6.3.2.1 Experiment Domain 

We study one of the agents' interactions in WAVES [46-50] here: the lab 

agent runs the experiment, which is reviewed in chapter 2. The lab agent in 

WAVES system supervises the experiment process (See figure 6.2) [70]. It is 

composed six basic agents: the lab coordinator agent, the file submit agent, the 

control agent, the data save agent, the video agent and the emergency agent. 

WAVES user first submits a control file which is written by MATLAB. The 

submit file agent then will check the control file and convert the control file 

into an executable program. The control agent will run the program on the 

hardware. In the same time, data save agent will save the data such as position 

and velocity and the video agent will dispatch the video in real-time. In case 

of out of control, the emergency agent will be called to stop the experiment. 
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Figure 6.2; Interface of the Lab Agent 

6.3.2.2 System Design 

A. Coordinator Agent 

1) Agent Description 

The coordinator agent coordinates five agents: the RTW agent, the control 

agent, the data-save agent, the video agent and the emergency agent. The system 

structure and the Petri net model of the coordinator agent can be seen in figure 

6.3 and 6.4 respectively. It is mainly concerned with the problem of which agent 

should be called for a given intention and be informed by the feedback of 

recently completed execution. 
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Control Agent 
Emergency 

Agent 
Video Agent Data-save Agent RTW Agent 

Coordinator Agent 

Figure 6.3: Lab Agent Structure 

2) The {B,P,A) Model 

The Underlying Petri Net Model: The Petri net model of the dispatcher agent is 

in Figure 6.4. The transitions of the dispatcher agent are as follows: 

hiitialize the agent 

Issue the command to check and compile the control file 

Be informed by the RTW agent of the execution result 

Issue the command to start the experiment and save experiment data 

Be informed by the control agent of the execution result and by the data-

save agent of the experiment data 

Issue the command to stop the experiment in case of out of control 

Be informed by the emergency agent of the execution result 

tj- Reset the agent 
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RTW Agent Video Agent Emergency Agent Control Agent Data Sa/e Agent 

Figure 6.4: Petri Net Model for Meeting-oriented Coordination 

The Planner: The agent's desires are: D= { experiment } . The agent's 

intentions are: / = { file, control, emergency }. 

The plan-making process is: 

a{t^, exp eriment) = X ^(^sf > 

(y{t^te' - control - emergency 

The actuator: The agent's intentions are: / = { file , control, emergency }. 

The actions that these intentions initiate are all non-primitive, that is, they 

have no corresponding executable program. These intentions are issued to 

other agents and become the desires of these agents. 
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B. RTW Agent 

1) Agent Description 

The RTW agent will solve the problem of checking the received control file 

and converting the control file to an executable program. MATLAB RTW 

library is called to generate the executable program fi-om the control file which 

is written by MATLAB [71]. A Petri net model can be seen in figure. 

Provide RTW 
Service 

Request RTW 

Modify File 

Extract 
Parameter Check File 

A. Petri net model for RTW agent B. Macroscopic structure for RTW agent 

Figure 6.5: RTW Agent 

2) The {B,P,A) Model 

The Underlying Petri Net Model: The Petri net model of the RTW agent is in 

Figure 6.5A. The transitions of the RTW agent are as follows: 

Initiahze the agent 

Check the control file 

Modify the file in case the control algorithm can damage the device. 

tgp Extract the parameter fi-om the control file. These parameters are used 

when calling RTW command to generate C code. 
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Call RTW library to generate the C code and then generate the executable 

program from. 

ty Reset the agent 

The Planner: The agent's desires are: D = { file }. The agent's intentions are: 

/ = { checkFile, modijyFile, extractPammeter, RTW}. 

The plan-making process is: 

cr(t^, file) = A, <j(t^, A,) - checkFile 

cr{t^^, A) = mod ifyFile '^(^gp > ~ ^xtractParameter 

= RTW 

where checkFile, rciodifyFile ,extractPammeter and are executable 

program. 

The actuator: The agent's intentions are: /= { checkFile, modifyFile , 

extractParameter, RTW}, where 

The actions for checkFile: Check the control file. 

The actions for vaodifyFile : Change the control file into a default one in case 

that the original control algorithm can damage the device. 

The actions for extractParameter: Extract the parameter from the control file 

The actions for RTW: Generate the executable program via calling MATLAB 

RTW library 
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C. Data-save Agent 

1) Agent Description 

The data-save agent performs one task: save the experiment data. 

Experimental data is stored in real-time first. To save space and downloading 

time the file is then compressed before the user downloads the data. 

Provide Data-

save Service 

Request Di^a-

save service •plr •rip 

Data Record 

A. Petri net model for data-save agent B. Macroscopic structure for data-save agent 

Figure 6.6: Data-save Agent 

2) The {B,P,A) Model 

The Underlying Petri Net Model: The Petri net model of the data-save agent is 

in Figure 6.6A. The transitions of the data-save agent are as follows: 

Initialize the agent 

Record the data. 

Compress the data. 

tj- Reset the agent 
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The Planner: The agent's desires are: D = { control}. The agent's intentions 

are: / = { recordFile, compressFile}. 

The plan-making process is: 

(T(t^, control) - X ~ recordFile 

- compressFi le 

where recordFile and comprej'i'Fj/eare executable program. 

The actuator: The agent's intentions are: / = { recordFile, compressFile }, 

where 

The actions for recordFile: Save the cart velocity, cart position and rod angle 

into a temporary file. 

The actions for compressFile : Compress the temporary file. 

D. Emergency Agent 

1) Agent Description 

The emergency agent performs one basic operation: stopping the experiment 

in case of out of control. A Petri net model can be seen in figure. The agent 

stops the experiment by two ways: "soft stopping and hard stopping". "Soft 

stopping" is achieved by setting the computer output to motor zero. Li case "soft 

stopping" fails, "hard stopping" is employed to stop the experiment. "Hard 

stopping" is achieved via turning off the motor power via XIO server [72]. 
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Soft Stop 
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y Hard Stop 

Check Status 

Provide Emergency 
Service 

•hs 

A. Petri net model for emergency agent B. Macroscopic structure for emergency agent 

Figure 6.7: Emergency Agent 

2) The (B,P,A) Model 

The Underlying Petri Net Model: The Petri net model of the emergency agent is 

in Figure 6.7 A. The transitions of the data-save agent are as follows: 

Stop the experiment via setting the computer output to motor zero. 

Stop the experiment via turning off the motor power. 

Check whether the pendulum has been stopped 

Retry stopping the experiment. 

Reset the agent 

The Planner: The agent's desires are: D= { emergency } . The agent's 

intentions are: / = { stop, power Off }. 

The plan-making process is: 

Initialize the agent 
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a(t^^, emergency) = stop powerOff 

where stop and powerOff are executable program. 

The actuator: The agent's intentions are: / = { stop, powerOff }. Where 

The actions for stop: Set the computer output to motor zero. 

The actions for powerOff : Turn off the motor power. 

E. Control Agent 

The inverted Pendulum control agent is used to stabilize the rod at a given 

position and keep the cart at a desired point. A detailed description of the 

agent can be found in Chapter 5. 

Figure 6.8: Control Agent 

F. Video Agent 

The video agent captures the experiment and dispatches the video to the user 

in real-time. A detailed description of the agent can be found in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 6.9: Video Agent 

6.4 A Petri Net Model for the Direct Coordination 

6.4.1 The Direct Coordination Framework 

In the direct coordination [61], two agents initiate a service exchange by 

explicitly naming the involved partners. There is no such special agent as 

coordinator who supervises the communication of other agents. The direct 

coordination is constructed upon the extend agent service protocol 

EASP = {A,B,C,D). The direct coordination structure is shown in figure 6.10. 

Agent 2 

Figure 6.10: Direct Coordination Structure 
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6.4.2 Case Study for the Direct Coordination 

6.4.2.1 Experiment Domain 

We study another agents' interactions in WAVES [46-50] here: the schedule 

agent supervises the lab agent, which is introduced in chapter 2 too. There are 

two basic scenarios with respect to this interaction: 

1) The schedule agent forwards the client's experiment request to the lab 

agent to initiate the experiment. After completing the experiment the 

lab agent notifies the schedule agent the execution result. The schedule 

agent will then release the time slot for the next client. 

2) In case of an out of control situation when the lab agent runs the 

experiment, the schedule agent issues an emergency command to the 

lab agent and stop the experiment immediately. 

Below, we give a detailed description about the system design, which can be 

seen in figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.11: Petri Net Model for Direct Coordination 

6.4.2.2 System Design 

A. Lab Agent 

The lab agent in WAVES [46-50] system supervises the experiment process. 

It is composed six basic agents: the lab coordinator agent, the file submit 

agent, the control agent, the data save agent, the video agent and the 

emergency agent. A more detailed description of the agent can be found in 

Section 6.3. 

B. Schedule Agent 

1) Agent Description 

The schedule agent enables the client to reserve a time for the experiment. 
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Only at a reserved time period, the client agent is permitted by the schedule 

agent to access the lab agent. The schedule agent performs two basic operations: 

enabling the clients to book the experiment and supervising experiment task 

submitted to the lab agent. The graphic interface of the schedule agent [70] can 

be seen in figure 6.12. 

CllckthedatestDarranaeyoureiqierifnents 
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28 29 30 31 

Today 

Figure 6.12: Interface for the Schedule Agent 

In order to reserve a time slot for the client, the schedule agent employs local 

search and remote search algorithms. The agent first searches the local database 

for time slots that meet the user's need. If there is no local vacancy available, 

the agent will make a remote search via the Internet. 

In case that the client arrives when it is time to do experiment, the schedule 

agent will make the lab agent accessible to the client. It initiates or stops the 

experiment responding to the client's request. 

2) The {B,P,A) Model 
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The Underlying Petri Net Model: The tasks to be processed by the schedule 

agent are 2 = { reserve, experiment, outOfControl}. The Petri net model of 

the schedule agent is in Figure 6.13. The transitions of the schedule agent are as 

follows: 

Initialize the agent. 

Construct the reservation table. 

Perform local search algorithm with the specified requirements. 

^rsc Perform remote search algorithm with the specified requirements. 

Evaluate the reservation with the respect to the requirements. 

Get the feedback from other schedule agents. 

Perform the reschedule in case no satisfying slot found. 

Update the reservation database. 

Check whether it is the client's time to do experiment 

Reject the chent's experiment request in case of a time conflict 

Initiate the experiment according to the client's request. 

Get the feedback from the lab agent. 

Stop the experiment in case of out of control. 

The experiment is stopped. 

tj- Reset the agent. 
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A. Petri net model for schedule agent B. Macroscopic structure for schedule agent 

Figure 6.13: Schedule Agent 

The Planner: The agent's desires are: D= { reserve , experiment , 

outOfControl}. The agent's intentions are: / = { constructTable, localSeardi, 

remoteSearch , evaluate , reschedule , checkReserve , exTperiment , 

emergency , updateDatabase }. 

The plan-making process is: 

cr(t^^^,A) - constructTable 

cr(t^^c'>^) - remoteSearch 

c^iKs' - reschedule 

cr(t^,e'^) - expmme^/^ 

~ updateDatabase 

<j{t,^c' reserve) - localSearch 

cr(t^^,A) - evaluate 

<j{t ̂  eriment) = checkB^Qserve 

crit^m' outOfControl) - emergency 
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where constructTable, localSearch ,remoteSearch, evaluate, reSchedule, 

check^Qserve md updateDatabase are executable program; while 

experiment and emergency are the tasks transferred to the lab agent 

The actuator: The agent's intentions are: / = { constructTable, localSearch , 

remoteSearoh , evaluate , reSchedule , checkKcserve , experiment , 

emergency , updateDatabase } , where 

the actions for constructTable: Read the reservation table from the memory; 

the actions for localSearch : Search for the available time slots locally; 

the actions for evaluate; Evaluate the reservation; 

the actions for reSchedule: Find an alternative time. In case that no time slot 

found to satisfy the requirement, perform planning with minimum possible loss; 

the actions for updateDatabase : Update the reservation database; 

the actions that intentions experiment and emergency initiate are non-

primitive. 

These intentions are issued to the lab agent and become the desires of the lab 

agent. 
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6.5 A Petri Net Model for the Blackboard-based Coordination 

6.5.1 Blackboard-based Coordination Structure 

As the meeting-oriented coordination, the blackboard-based coordination [62-

69] is constructed upon the agent coordinating protocol MP = (C, A, E) too. The 

blackboard-based coordination structure is shown in figure 6.14. 

Unlike the meeting-oriented coordination, the coordinator C deals little with 

the control function in blackboard-based coordination. It mainly acts as a common 

repository for agents to store and retrieve messages. Most importantly, the 

position of the coordinator is public for other agents in the system. Hence, agents 

are able to connect to the coordinator at any time. 

A g e n t s v »  A ) a r e  d i v i d e d  i n t o  t w o  g r o u p s :  a g e n t s  t h a t  r e q u e s t  f o r  

the service and agent that provide the service. The communication only exists 

AMSJRvii wiing Sarvtee 

Figure 6.14: Blackboard-based Coordination Structure 
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between agents from different groups. Agents are able to join and leave the 

coordination freely. As a result, the position of the agents cannot be known in 

advance. To communicate with other agents, they need to rely on the coordinator 

agent to construct a connection first. 

6.5.2 Case Study of the Blackboard-based Coordination 

6.5.2.1 Experimental Domain 

We study the first agents' interactions in WAVES [46-50] here: 1) the client 

agent locates the schedule agent and, which are introduced in chapter 2. In 

WAVES, both the client agent and the schedule agent are able to join and 

leave the system freely. As a result, there is no connection between the client 

agent and the schedule agent in advance. In order to construct such a 

connection, they are required to connect to and communicate with the 

dispatcher agent first, whose address is public in WAVES. Only with the help 

of the dispatcher agent, are the client agent and the schedule agent able to 

construct a communication and exchange messages between them. 

From the blackboard-based coordination point of view, the dispatcher agent 

represents the coordinator agent, the client agent represents the agent 

requesting for services and the schedule agent represents the agent providing 

services. Below, we give a detailed description about the system design, which 

can be seen in figure 6.15. 
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The schedule agent and client agent 

Lab Agent 

Schedule 
Agent 

Client Agent 

Dispatcher 

communicates via the dispatcher 

Figure 6.15: Petri Net Model for Blackboard-based Coordination 

6.5.2.2 System Design 

A. Dispatcher Agent 

1) Agent's Description 

The dispatcher agent provides a communication channel for the client agent 

and the schedule agent, where they can exchange messages. The client agent 

submits a service request to the dispatcher first. The dispatcher picks one 

schedule agent randomly and transfers the request to this schedule agent. After 
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the dispatcher gets the feedback from the schedule agent, it evaluates the result 

and decides whether sends the result to the client agent or picks another 

schedule agent. It is one cycle of the blackboard agent. Once it completes one 

cycle, it will go to the next cycle immediately and respond to the next client 

agent's request. 

2) The {B,P,A) Model 

The Underlying Petri Net Model: The tasks to be processed by the dispatcher 

agent are task S = { reserve, experiment } . The Petri net model of the 

dispatcher agent can be seen in Figure 6.15. The transitions of the dispatcher 

agent are as follows; 

Initialize the agent 

hidi Wait for the service requester to put service request 

Publish the service requests to service provider 

Get the feedback from the service provider 

Evaluate the service got from the service provider 

Look for another service provider agent 

Send the result to the service requester agent 

Reset the agent 
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The Planner: The agent's desires are: D - {  r e s e r v e ,  e x p e r i m e n t  }. The agent's 

intentions are: / = { reserve(eXj), evaluate, reScheduel}. 

The plan-making process is: 

^ihidi' reserve) = X = reserve(exi) 

(j{t„, A) - evaluate - rePick 

where evaluate and rePick are executable program; while reserve{exi) 

andexper/wew^ are the tasks transferred to the schedule agent, ex,, specifies the 

experiment name: the inverted pendulum or the railway system. 

The actuator: The agent's intentions are: / = { reserve, evaluate, rePick, 

Qxperiment }. Where 

The actions for evaluate: Evaluate the reservation. 

The actions for rePick: Pick up another schedule agent randomly. 

The actions that intentions reserve and experiment initiate are non-primitive. 

These intentions are issued to the schedule agent and become the desires of the 

schedule agent. 

C. Client Agent 

1) Agent's Description 

The client agent performs two basic operations: to initiates the request to the 

dispatcher agent and to interact with coordinator agent. It locates the 
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coordinator agent via the help of the dispatcher agent. The client agent then 

communicates directly with the coordinator agent, which includes: the 

experiment time reservation and the online laboratory experimentation. 

2) The {B,P,A) Model 

The Underlying Petri Net Model: The tasks to be processed by the client agent 

are S = { reserve, experiment }. The Petri net model of the client agent is in 

Figure 6.16. The transitions of the client agent are as follows: 

Initialize the agent. 

Issue the command to reserve a time slot for experiment. 

Be informed and evaluate the feedback from the schedule agent. 

Reserve again in case that no time found to satisfy the requirement, 

perform planning with minimum possible loss. 

Issue the command to start the experiment. 

Be informed by the experiment result. 

tj- Reset the agent. 
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Figure 6.16: Client Agent 

The Planner: The agent's desires are: D - { reserve, experiment}. The agent's 

intentions are: / = { reserve, evaluate, reScheduel, experiment}. 

The plan-making process is: 

(j(t,^, reserve) - reserve(exi) a(t^j-, A) - evaluate 

cr(f„, X) - reScheduel cr(?^, exp eriment) - exp eriment 

where evaluate and reScheduel are executable program; while reserve{ex^) 

dtxid.QX'periment are the tasks transferred to the dispatcher agent, ex. specifies 

the experiment name: the inverted pendulum or the railway system. 

The actuator: The agent's intentions are: / = { reserve, evaluate, reScheduel, 

experiment}, where 

The actions for evaluate: Evaluate the reservation. 

The actions for reSchedule: Find an alternative time. In case that no time slot 

found to satisfy the requirement, perform planning with minimum possible loss. 

The actions that intentions reserve and experiment initiate are non-primitive. 
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These intentions are issued to the dispatcher agent and become the desires of the 

dispatcher agent. 

B. Schedule Agent 

The schedule agent enables the client to reserve a time for the experiment. Only 

at a reserved time period, the chent agent is permitted by the schedule agent to 

access the lab agent. A detailed description of the agent can be found in Section 

IV. 

6.5.2.3 Simulation Results 

The maximum number of client agents and schedule agents can be 

connected for a dispatcher agent at one time is limited, which is called the 

channel capacity of the dispatcher agent. Channel capacity {m,n) means that 

the dispatcher agent can only hold m client agents and n schedule agents. In the 

Petri net model, the capacity (m, n) can be decided by the number of transitions 

hid and 

Our aim is to investigate the performance of the dispatcher agent with 

different capacity. To this end, we explore the following hypotheses: 

1) The number of clients accepted will increase as more clients arrive in 

the system 
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2) Then increase cannot be unlimited, which is bounded by the capacity 

of the channel. 

3) The upper bound (the maximum clients can accept) will increases as 

the channel capacity increases. 

To test these hypotheses, simulations are carried out to compare the 

number of tokens in place 2 of figure 6.15, which corresponds to the number of 

clients accepted by the dispatcher agent. 

Figure 6.17 shows the number of tokens in place 2 versus the client arrival 

rate for a set of channel capacities. We can see that the number of tokens 

increase as more clients are introduced to the system. The upper bound is 

decided by the channel capacity. 
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Figure 6.17: Token Number in Place 2 for Channel Capacity (m ,n )  

To compliment our presentation, we describe the second interaction in WAVES: the 

client transfers the request to the schedule agent, which happens after the client locates 

the schedule agent. The interaction can be seen in figure 6.18. It is a direct coordination 

that we exploited in the next section. 
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The client agent communicates directly 
Lab Agent 

Schedule 
Agent 

Client Agent 

Dispatcher 

with the schedule agen 

Figure 6.18: Client Communicate Directly with the Schedule Agent 

6.6 Summary 

This chapter has presented a set of social behaviors for agent systems, which include 

direct coordination, meeting-oriented coordination and blackboard-based coordination. 

We then employ and evaluate these models in the WAVES system. A Petri net model for 
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the interactions in WAVES system is thus established, which shows the modeling power 

of the model we proposed. 

Appendix 
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Figure 6.19: A Petri net Model for WAVES System 
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CHAPTER 7 A PETRI NET MODEL FOR AGENT MOBILITY 

7.1 Introduction 

Mobility is defined as an agent's capability to migrate from host to host in a network, 

at times and to places of its own choosing [2] [51] [52]. It has received a growing 

attention over the last ten years. As a result, a number of mobile agent systems have been 

developed such as Aglet, D'Agent, ARA, Concordia, Mole, and Tacoma [52,75-83]. 

However, little work has been reported on the modeling of the agent's mobility. The 

object of this chapter is thus to develop a model for the agent's mobility via Petri net. 

The next section develops a framework for modeling agent's mobility based on Petri 

net. A further discussion on how this model can be implemented and used in WAVES 

system is given in Section 7.3. Finally, Section 7.4 concludes the chapter. 

7.2 Agent Mobility Framework 

The agent mobility framework is composed of a set of stationary agents (SA) and 

mobile agents (MA) [36-38]. The stationary agent remains attached to a specific node of 

the underlying network. On a single node of the underlying network, there is only one 

stationary agent. It oversees the dispatch and retrieval of the mobile agent. Moreover, it 

coordinates a set of local agents and maps the service provided by the local agent to the 

service interface. The mobile agent can migrate from one host to another host. The 
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mobile agent is dispatched by a stationary agent (master) and contains a pointer to the 

master. It interacts with other stationary agents in different nodes. The results it obtained 

is sent back to the master. 

Figure 7.1: Agent Mobility Framework 

7.2.1 Stationary Agent 

A. Agent Description 

The stationary agent [36-38] remains attached to a specific host [1]. It is 

responsible for two kinds of tasks: 1) Mapping the service provided by the local 

agent to the service interface. 2) Supervising the dispatch and retrieval of a mobile 

agent at a node. To achieve those functions, the stationary agent is divided into 

two mini-agents: the dispatch-retrieval mini-agent and the service-interface mini-

agent. 
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The dispatch-retrieval mini-agent oversees the dispatch and retrieval of the 

mobile agent. A number of mobile agents can be dispatched synchronously in 

response to the request of the local agent. After the retrieval of the mobile agent, 

the mini-agent will forward the requests to the local agent. 

The service-interface mini-agent maps the service provided by the local agent 

to the service interface. It also implements the access control mechanisms for the 

arrival mobile agents, that is, at any time only one arrival mobile agent can access 

the local resource. 

B. The {B,P,A) Model 

The Underlying Petri Net Model: We explore the Petri net model for the 

stationary agent here. Petri net models for the dispatch mini-agent and retrieval 

mini-agent are first given separately. Then we couple the two mini-agents to form 

the stationary agent via the Petri net composition [27]. 

Figure 7.2: Petri Net Model for the Dispatch-retrieval Mini-agent 
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Dispatch-retrieval Mini-agent 

The Petri net model of the dispatch-retrieval mini-agent is in Figure 7.2. The 

transitions of the dispatch-retrieval mini-agent are as follows: 

Initialize the agent 

Get the service request from the local agent. 

Dispatch the mobile agent. A set of mobile agents can be dispatched 

synchronously. 

Be informed by the mobile agent of the feedback. 

tj- Reset the agent 

Figure 7.3: Petri Net Model for the Service-interface Mini-agent 

Service-interface Mini-agent 

The Petri net model of the service-interface mini-agent is in Figure 7.3. The 

transitions of the service-interface mini-agent are as follows: 

Initialize the agent 
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^regi Perform the registration when one mobile agent arrives. From the 

structure of the Petri net model, we can see that only one mobile agent can 

access the system and get registered at anytime. 

Check the mobile agent's signature. 

Issue the service request to local agent. All the requests can be sent out 

synchronously. 

Be notified by the local agent of the feedback. 

Evaluate the feedback from all the local agents and choose one agent with 

the best results. 

Couple mini-agents 

The stationary agent is constructed by coupling the dispatch-retrieval mini-

agent and the service-interface mini-agent, which can be seen in figure 7.4. The 

couple used here is called synchronous composition [27]. As shown in the figure, 

we can see that the stationary agent works in the following way. After 

initialization, the dispatch-retrieval mini-agent will dispatch and later retrieve the 

mobile agent in response to the local agent's request. In the same time, the 

service-interface mini-agent will wait for and provide service to mobile agents 

from other nodes. 
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P. 

Figure 7.4: Petri Net Model for the Stationary Agent 

The Planner: The agent's intentions are: / = { request(ser), register , check , 

ser }. The plan-making process is as follows: 

where 

register and check are executable programs. 

request{ser) is the task transferred to the mobile agent and ser is the service 

requested by the stationary agent. 

The actuator: The agent's intentions are: / = { request(ser), register , check , 

ser }. All these intentions have corresponding executable programs, where 

The actions for register : Perform the registration when one mobile agent 

arrives. 

The actions for check : Check the mobile agent's signature. 

cy{tdai,^) - request{ser), = register, 

, A.) = check, 
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The actions that request{ser) and ser initiate are all non-primitive. 

7.2.2 Mobile Agent 

A. Agent Description 

The mobile agent can migrate from host to host in a network, [74, 77] at times 

and to nodes of its own choosing. It looks for the services on behalf of a 

stationary agent (master). The results it obtained can be sent back to the master. 

Basically, the mobile agent is responsible for the following two kinds of tasks: 

1. Looking for some services on behalf of the stationary agent. 

2. Sending the result back to its master. 

Figure 7.5: Petri Net Model for the Mobile Agent 

B. The {B,P,A) Model 

The Underlying Petri Net Model: The task to be processed by the mode agent is a 

single task E = {request{ser)} . The Petri net model of the mobile agent is in 

Figure 7.5. The transitions of the dispatch mini-agent are as follows: 

Initialize the agent 
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Perform the search in the list for the stationary agent that is likely to 

satisfy the service request 

Submit the service request to the stationary agent. 

Be notified by the feedback from the stationary agent 

Delete the stationary agent from the list. 

Evaluate the stationary agent's feedback. Make a decision whether to 

continue the migration in the network. 

Reset the agent 

The Planner: The agent's desires are: D - {  r e q u e s t ( s e r )  } . The agent's 

intentions are: / = { serarchList, deleteList, evaluation } . The plan-making 

process is as follows: 

cr{t^, request{ser)) = A, (^(^S S A  » ~  s e r a r c h L i s t ,  

<y{t^^^, X) = deleteList, <^(Kv' - evaluation, 

where 

ser is the requested service. 

serarchList, deleteList and evaluation are executable programs. 

The actuator: The agent's intentions are: / = { serarchList , deleteList , 

evaluation } . All these intentions have corresponding executable programs, 

where 
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The actions for serarchList: Perform the search in the list for the stationary 

agent that is likely to satisfy the service request. 

The actions for deleteList: Delete the stationary agent from the list. 

The actions for evaluation •. Evaluate the stationary agent's feedback. Make a 

decision whether to continue the migration in the network. 

7.2.3 Interactions between Stationary and Mobile Agents 

In this section, we explore a set of interactions in the proposed agent mobility 

framework. The interaction is constructed upon the agent coordinating protocol 

proposed in chapter 5. 

First, we investigate the interaction between the dispatch-retrieval mini-agent 

and the mobile agent, which can be seen in figure 7.6. The interaction is initiated 

by the local agent via issuing a service request to the dispatch mini-agent. A 

mobile agent is then dispatched by the stationary agent to look for the service in 

other nodes. Finally, the mobile agent reports the searching result to the dispatch-

retrieval mini-agent. 
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Local Ag«nt 

Figure 7.6: Interaction between Dispatch-retrieval Mini-agent and Mobile Agents 

Second, we explore the interaction between the service-interface mini-agent 

and the mobile agent, which can be seen in figure 7.7. The mobile agent initiates 

the interaction by getting itself registered to the service-interface mini-agent. The 

service-interface mini-agent then forwards the mobile agent's service request to 

the local agent. After processing the request, the local agent reports the results to 

the service-interface mini-agent. The result is then forwarded to the mobile agent. 

Mobile Agent 

Figure 7.7: Interaction between the Service-interface Mini-agent and Mobile agents 
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Case Study 

3.1 Experimental Domain 

The agent mobility model is illustrated by applying to the schedule agent in 

WAVES [46-50] system. Each lab in WAVES is coordinated by a schedule agent. 

The schedule agent enables the client to reserve a time for the experiment. Only at 

a reserved time period, the client agent is permitted by the schedule agent to 

access the lab agent. A more detailed description of the schedule agent can be 

found in Chapter 6. 

In case that the schedule agent can't find a slot for the user, the stationary 

agent will dispatch the mobile agents to perform a remote search. We explore this 

scenario below in more details. 

The schedule agent will issue the request to the stationary agent in the local 

node first. In response to the request of the schedule agent, a mobile agent will be 

dispatched by the stationary agent (master), which is shown in figure 7.8A. The 

mobile agent migrates in the network searching for those schedule agents that 

could satisfy the user's request, which can is shown in figure 7.9B. After the 

mobile agent finds the stationary agent providing the service, it reports the result 

to the master. 
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Figure 7.8: Case Study of Agent Mobility 
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7.3.2 Experiment Results 

Let the time that mobile agents are dispatched be the beginning point and the 

time mobile agents are retrieved be the end point. The response time is the time 

between the beginning point and the end point. Our aim is to investigate the 

response time of the stationary agent. Intuitively, the more mobile agents are 

dispatched, the less response time is spent. Here we explore a set of hypotheses as 

following: 

1) The response time that the stationary agent gets the feedback 

decrease as more mobile agents are dispatched. 

2) Then decrease cannot be unlimited, which is bounded by the 

available stationary agents in the network. 

Figure 7.10 shows the response time versus the number of the dispatched 

mobile agents, where N is the number of the stationary agent. We can see that the 

response time decreases as more mobile agents are introduced to the system. The 

low bound is decided by the number of schedule agents available in the system. 
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Figure 7.9: Response Time 

7.4 Summary 

This chapter has presented a framework to model the agent mobility, which include 

the stationary agent and the mobile agent. To model the stationary agent, we propose two 

mini-agents: the dispatch-retrieval mini-agent and service-interface mini-agent. The 

interactions between the stationary agent and the mobile agent are investigated based 
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upon the extended agent coordinating protocol. Finally, we employ and evaluate the 

proposed models in the WAVES system. 
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CHAPTER 8 A PETRI NET MODEL FOR AGENT LEARNING ABILITY 

8.1 Introduction 

Learning ability is defined as an agent's capability to make a new observation and to 

incorporate the observation in updating its beliefs [44] [45], An agent with leaning ability 

is capable to improve its reasoning by utilizing information about the success or failure of 

previous actions. On the other hand, agents that do not learn from their previous 

experiences may repeatedly execute some tasks that are simply not to succeed. The object 

of this chapter is to add the learning ability into the agent (B, P, A) model. 

The next section introduces the learning scheme and discusses two issues about agent 

learning: observation making and belief updating, hi Section 8.3, a case study on video 

agent is described in detail as an example for the agent learning ability. Finally, Section 

8.4 concludes the chapter. 

8.2 Agent Learning Schemes 

Due to its capability to improve the performance by utilizing the feedback, 

reinforcement learning (RL) is adopted by the agent learning process [84-96]. hi this 

section we introduce a marriage of the reinforcement learning and the agent (B, P, A) 

model. 
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8.2.1 Overview of Learning Schemes 

For an agent, let t be a transition of the underlying Petri net. Given a desire 

d, the number of intention designed for t is 

M ^=1 I, where J)} 

The sum is over all d such that G{t, d) is defined. 

Let ^  X { t )  =  { p  \  p  is an input place oft} represent the information about 

the system status and temporal constraints provided in the input places of t 

andw, €.U{t) = {a & dvj {A} \ a(t,d) is defined} represent a desire to be processed 

by t. A situation z, is defined to be a combination of x, and m,, i.e., z, ={u^,x^). 

T h e  n u m b e r  o f  s i t u a t i o n  d i s t i n g u i s h e d  b y  t  i s  = |  \  , Z ,  =  X ( t ) x U ( t ) .  

Let ^ybe the probabilistic event corresponding to the successful application 

of intention when the situation z^j is observed. Successful application means 

that the intention meets the specifications associated with the corresponding 

desire d. Then the reward is defined as a random variable such that: 

1 if A/^j occurs 

0 otherwise 

Also fi-om the definition 

Pr(r,,) = Pr(r,,=l) = £[r,,] 
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Let Qi^j be the accumulated rewards corresponding to the application of 

intention when the situation z^j is observed. 

where a e [0,1) is the learning rate of the agent. With a low value of or the 

agent is slow to react to changes in the environment, whereas with a high value of 

a , the agent reacts quickly to the environment [96-97]. 

Now consider a matrix of subjective probabilities, {pl j )M,xN, ' that (p[ j )  

is the probability of choosing the intention when the situation is 

observed. The subjective probabilities must satisfy the constraint. 

Qij («) = Qij («-!) + cciry -  Qy {n -1)) ,  

k 

where T > 0 is called the temperature of the agent [96-97]. 

From the above constraint, it can be seen that 

k 

Below we explore two issues on agent learning process: the partial 

observability problem and the exploration vs. exploitation problem, which 

corresponds to the observation making and belief updating respectively. 
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8.2.2 Partial Observability 

Transitions exchange information via places connecting them. Transition A 

can get the current state of transition B only if at least one of the output places of 

transition B is the input place of transition A. Although it is convenient to assume 

that one transition can perceive all states of other transitions inside the agent at 

each time step, this is not the case in most agent system [96]. The transition can 

only get partial information due to the limited coimection that it has with other 

t rans i t ions .  We def ine  the  unknown informat ion as  ^ .  

Example 8.1 

Figure 8.1: An Example for the Agent Observation Making 

Consider an agent with the underlying PNT M = ( N ,  S, A, cr, f i ,  F) as shown in 

figure 8.1, where 

d = {e} ; i^{a^,bj,cwhereiJ = 1,2} , = {a,.} , = , 

^(f3,a) = {c};// = (l,0,0); f = ={0,0,1}} 

Below is a table showing the knowledge of each transition 
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Transition ?! ^2 

Knowledge h and ?3 , tj and ^3 

and ^3 0 0 

Table 8.1: Knowledge Table of the Agent 

It can be seen from the table 8.1 that does not know the other two 

transitions' decisions. Now assume the decision-making of transitions and 

closely related and the reward table is shown as follows; 

Reward choose 61 ^2 choose b^ 

choose a. 2,2 10,1 

choose 1,10 6,6 

Table 8.2: Reward Table for the Agent 

From the above table, we see that the best case for the agent is: choose 

intention and choose intention . However, due to its unawareness of 

decision will choose intention a, and expects to get a reward equal to 10. On 

the other hand after knows 's choice, it will choose intention and expects 

to get a reward equal to 2. As a result and f2 both get a reward 2 which is the 

worst situation for the agent. 
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To overcome the incomplete information problem, one way is to combine the 

previous information with the new data when making a decision. Also in some 

cases, the policy might be adding more connection among transitions. 

Due to the partial observable states one transition gets, the decision one 

transition made might optimize local object while hurt the global object. 

8.2.3 Exploration vs. Exploitation 

Here we explore the exploration vs. exploitation problem [96]. It is known 

that in reinforcement learning: 

.Qu'T exp 

^exp^ 
k 

The temperature T is a constant that determines how strongly the selection 

favors exploration or Exploitation. Low value of T will assign higher 

probabilities to intentions with above average rewards, causing the agent exploit 

what is has already leamt and thus react quickly to changes. On the other hand 

high value of T will allow higher probabilities for other actions, leading the agent 

to explore actions that do not currently have high reward value and thus react 

slow to changes in the environment. 
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As a result, T can be considered as a single-valued measure of agent learning 

style. The measure is bounded at both ends. It is possible for an agent to have 

complete exploration or complete exploitation. 

r ̂  00 indicates complete exploration. 

r ̂  0 indicates complete exploitation. 

At any given point an agent faces a trade-off in choosing whether to favor 

exploration or exploitation. One mechanism is to change the value T dynamically 

and alter the exploration or exploitation strategy that an agent follows. High value 

of T is used to favor exploration at early stages of learning, and low value of T 

favor exploitation as the learning progresses. In this way the agent does not over-

commit to sub-optimal actions at early stages and does not carry on over-

exploitation when near-optimal actions have been found. 

8.3 Case Study: Video Agent 

8.3.1 Experiment Domain 

The agent learning ability is evaluated by applying to the video agent in 

WAVES [46-50]. The video agent performs one basic function In WAVES: 

providing the user a precise feeling of what happened in laboratory context with 

video files. For a more detail description, see Chapter 4. 
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The learning performed is to let the video agent decide the preferred 

compression rate via which the agent should compress the video file. The decision 

is made by the transition with = recordVideo(cri), that is, by setting 

c^.,  i  - I ,  2 ,  which corresponds to two compression rates: 640x480 motion JPEG 

and 320x240 motion JPEG [73]. The network condition is divided into two 

modes: normal mode and jammed mode. In the normal mode, the compression 

rate cr^ (640x480) is preferred while in the jammed mode cr2 (320x240) is 

preferred. Let ( p i  + P 2  = 1 )  and Q .  be the probability and the accumulative 

reward to select cr- respectively. 

The agent's performance is measured by how quickly the agent reacts to the 

environment. That is, how quickly changes to the environment. 

We wish to explore the following hypotheses. 

1. With a high value of a , the agent reacts quickly to the environment and 

hence performs better. 

2. With low value of T an agent reacts quickly to changes but may stick at a 

local optimal state. With high value of T an agent is slow to react to 

changes in the environment but may result in high reward in the future. 
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To test the above hypotheses, experimentation is split into two parts. In the 

first part of the experiment, we test how agent performs for a set of different 

values ofa . T is kept constant in this case, hi the second part of experiment, we 

test how agent performs for different values oi T. a is kept constant in this case. 

8.3.2 Evaluate Results 

Figure 8.2 shows the effects of increasing the learning rate on the performance 

of the video agent. The probability (probabihty to choose cr, ) is set to 0.5 

initially, that is, the agent treats cr, and cr^ in the same way. The network 

condition is assumed to be in a normal mode. Hence, should be 1 finally if the 

learning is successful. 

As can be seen in the figure 8.2, agents with a higher learning rate a perform 

better here (i.e., p^ approaches to 1 more quickly) no matter what value T is, 

which proves the hypothesis 1. This is because that the agent with higher learning 

rate a is able to identify more quickly that the environment is in the normal 

mode. 
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Figure 8.2: Learning Curve of (I) 

Figure 8.3 shows the effects of increasing the temperature T on the 

performance of the video agent. The probability (probability to choose cr^ ) is 

set 0 initially, that is, the agent believes that it is jammed mode. The network 

condition is assumed to change from the jammed mode to the normal mode. 

Hence, should increase from 0 to 1 if the learning is successful. 

As can be seen in the figure 8.3, the curve with a high value of T increases 

fast at the begiiming of the learning process, but the curve with a low value of 

T approaches 1 first in the long term. That is why we propose the mechanism to 
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set high value of T in favor of the exploration at early stages of learning and low 

value of T in favor of the exploitation as the learning progresses. 

T=Q.3 

16 2Q 25 3D 35 40 45 50 
iteration 

1Q 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
Iteration 

a =0.1 a = 0.5 

Figure 8.3: Learning Curve of (II) 

8.4 Summary 

This chapter has presented a marriage of the reinforcement learning and the agent 

(B,P,A) model. As two important concerns when addressing agent's learning ability, the 

observation making and belief updating are discussed in detail here. Moreover, an 

example on the video agent is given to evaluate the agent learning ability model we 

proposed in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 9 AGENTS AND GAME THEORY 

9.1 Introduction 

In the chapter 8, the major concern for an agent is what action to take solely in terms 

of its own benefit. When considering an agent in a social context, the action one agent 

takes may have effect on other agent's performance. We adopt game theory [98] here to 

provide a guide on behaviors of a set of individual agents pursuing different goals and to 

make predictions about outcomes realized. Basically, game theory is a collection of 

mathematical models formulated to study situations of conflict and cooperation. [98] It is 

mainly concerned with finding the best actions for the individual decision makers in these 

situations. Clearly, game theory is ideal in studying the problem on how to balance the 

social and individual concerns when considering an agent in a social context 

Section 9.2 investigates a number of agent interaction strategies first. Then they are 

implemented in WAVES setting and the corresponding performances are evaluated. In 

Section 9.3, a guide on how to choose the agent interaction strategies is provided. Finally, 

Section 9.4 concludes the chapter. 
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9.2 Different Interactions among Agents 

9.2.1 The Agent Interaction Framework 

The topic of this section is how to balance the agent social and individual 

concerns. In [97] the author adopted a social welfare function to address this 

balancing problem. Our analysis is based up the game theory [98] because it is 

more powerful when studying equilibrium, stable sets, etc. Employing game 

theory, several social interaction strategies are investigated here: the self-

interested policy, the complete cooperative policy, the bargaining policy and the 

coordinating policy. 

Before exploiting these strategies, we first give a general idea of the game 

theory in agent context. An agent game consists: 

1. A set of agents A - {A^ ,...A„}; 

2. Each agent has a decision set 5,, that is, the set of all possible decision 

available to agent A. . Si = } > where is the number of 

decisions available to agent A^ . Then, s = {s^,...s„} is defined as a 

collective decision made by agents A - {A^ ,...A„}. 

3. Each agent has a payoff function which assigns a real number, ^, (5), 

to every collective decision 5 = {5i,...5„}. Formally, <Pi :5 —> 91, that is, a 
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mapping from collective decision into the real number. Then, 

(p = {(p^,...(p^} is the overall payoff obtained by agents A - {A^ ,...A„}. 

hi summary, an agent game consists a list of agents, their strategy sets and the 

payoff function. Adjusting the agent strategy sets results in a set of policies for 

agent interactions. Here we explore the self-interested interaction, the cooperative 

interaction, the bargaining interaction and the coordinating interaction. 

Self-Interested Policy 

In the self-interested interaction [98] [101], the goal of each agent is to 

maximize its own benefit. The agent assigns higher value of reward to the 

strategies increasing its own benefit in the process of learning. After a number of 

learning iterations, the agents will achieve a static point, namely Nash 

Equilibrium [28] [68] [98] [104], 

Nash Equilibriimi is first introduced by John Nash in 1950 [104]. It is defined 

as follows. Let G be a self-interested interaction. The n-tuple of 

strategy5* = {5,*,...5*}, 5* e e 5'„, is defined to be a Nash Equilibrium of 

G if 

(p.{s* ,..yj > (Pi {5; . 

The meaning of Nash Equilibrium is: once being in the "state" represented by 

strategy^* = {^'*,...5*}, si e 5* it is in no agent's interest to unilaterally 
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change strategies. Unilateral here means that the other agents will stick to their 

equilibrium strategies. 

Bargaining Policy 

In the bargain interaction [98] [100], the agent is motivated to maximize the 

social benefits while keep a bottom line for its own benefit. In [100] and [102], 

Nash proved that there exists a unique solution for this type of interaction, which 

is called Nash Solution [98], A mathematic description of the Nash Solution is 

given here. 

The n-tuple of strategy 5* = 5* e 5„ is defined to be a 

Nash Solution of bargaining interaction if: 

n 

- p f )  i s  m a x i m i z e d ,  
i=l 

where {(p^) is the bottom line of the bargaining. 

With respect to the agent learning, the agent assigns higher value of reward to 

n 

the strategies increasing ]~[(^* After a number of learning iterations the 
(=1 

agents will converge to Nash Solution. 

Cooperative Policy 
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In the cooperative policy [98] [102], the agent cares more about the 

maximization of the benefits from a social perspective, v^hich may be in conflict 

with the agent's self benefit. That is, the agent assigns higher value of reward to 

the strategies increasing social benefits in the learning process. The solution for 

cooperative interaction can be derived using the following optimization problem: 

The n-tuple of strategy 5* = ..., si  e  S,, ,  is defined to be a 

cooperative solution if 

n 

is maximized, 
(=1 

where is the weight given to agent 's payoff in the overall equation 

n 

and =1, 
/=1 

Coordinating Policy 

The coordinating interaction [98] consists two kinds of agents: the leader and 

the followers. The leader makes a decision that maximizes its payoff first. 

Following the leader, the followers make their choices that maximize the overall 

benefits. The solution for coordinating interaction is called Stackelberg 

Equilibrium [103]. A mathematic description of the Stackelberg Equilibrium is 

given as following. 
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Let agent be the leader and other agents be the followers. The n-tuple of 

strategy s* = {s*s* e s'^ e S„ is defined to be a Stackelberg 

Equilibrium of I if: 

For the leader, ,s2...sj > 

n n 
For the cooperative followers: ̂  a,is maximized, where =1 

(=2 (=1 

The following table summarizes the above agent interactions. 

Interaction Solution 

Self-interested 

Complete Cooperative n n 
is maximized, where =1 

i=i (=1 

Bargaining n 
is maximized, where {<p°} is 

(=1 

the bottom line of the bargaining. 

Coordinating For the leader, 

(p^{sl,s^...s„]>(p^{s„s^...s„} 

For the cooperative followers: 

n n 
is maximized, where =1 

i=2 /=1 

Table 9.1: Summary of Agent hiteractions 
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As an illustration we take the famous Prisoner's Dilemma [98]. It consists two 

prisoners who are arrested an accused of having committed a serious crime, hi 

order to get a strong case prosecutor wants to get a confession from each prisoner. 

Each of them is told that if he is the only one to confess, then he will get a light 

sentence of 1 year while the other one will go to jail for 10 years. If both 

confessed, they will both be rewarded by getting only 5 years each. If none of 

them confessed, then they will be convicted of a lesser crime that carries a 

sentence of 2 years. Each prisoner wants to minimize the time spent in jail (or 

equivalently as the payoffs are shown in Table 9.2). 

Prisoner 2: DC Prisoner 1: C 

Prisoner 1: DC -3,-3 -10,-5 

Prisoner 1: C -1,-5 -4,-4 

Table 9.2: Payoff Table 

For this problem, we have the following list of solutions: 

The Nash Equilibrium for self-interested interaction is (-3, -3). 

The complete cooperative solution is (-3, -3), (-1,-5) and (-5, -1). 

Assume the bottom line for both prisoners is 3 years in jail, the Nash Solution will 

be (-3, -3). 

Assume prisoner 1 is the leader and prisoner 2 is the follower, the Stackelberg 

Equilibrium is (-4, -4) 
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To gain a perspective on the effectiveness of the above policies in practical 

world, the above functions have been implemented in WAVES system and 

evaluated as follows. 

9.2.2 Case Study 

A. Experiment Domain 

The agent interaction is evaluated by applying it to WAVES [46-50] system. 

Each lab in WAVES is coordinated by a schedule agent. The schedule agent 

enables the client to reserve a time for the experiment. Only at a reserved time 

period, the client agent is permitted by the schedule agent to access the lab agent. 

A more detail description of the schedule agent can be found in Chapter 6. 

Based on the consideration only one user can perform the experiment in any 

time, the schedule agent has the following belief (1) There are 24 slots one day 

and one hour for every slot. (2) For every slot, only one user can reserve for the 

experiment. (3) Other users can observe the experiment. 

In case that the local resource can't satisfy the user's requirement, the 

schedule agent will ask for resources from other schedule agents. Here the 

schedule will use the following belief as a guide. (1) Whether there is an available 

slot satisfying the user's requirement in the other agent's domain. (2) Whether the 

other agent is likely to give permission if there is a slot available. Even the 
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schedule agent has an available slot, it may still reject the request. This is because 

that although it satisfies the other schedule agent's request, the schedule agent 

may have not enough slots when its user submits a request. All these belief are 

represented by a distributed probability. 

As shown in figure 9.1, a three-schedule-agent case is considered here, which 

includes agent 1, agent 2 and agent 3. Each agent supervises a lab. When a user 

arrives, the agent first check whether there is a vacancy locally. If it can get one, 

the agent will ask for help from its neighbors. 

Today 

Figure 9.1: Experiment Domain 
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B. Evaluating the Effects 

The performance is measured by the user reject-rate by the schedule agent. 

Figure 9.2 shows the system performance for the cooperative interaction, the self-

interested interaction, the bargaining interaction and the coordinating interaction. 

We can see that the system performs best in the cooperative interaction, while 

performs worst in the self-interested interaction. The bargaining interaction 

performs almost as same as the cooperative interaction. The coordinating 

interaction performs a little better than the self-interested interaction. 

0.35 

^ -4- . _ -4 4 _ 

0.2S 

0.15 caoperatwe interaction 
_+ selljnterest interaction 

coordinating interaction 

-V bargaining interaction 

0.3 0.4 D.S q.B OJ 
usar arrfee-nti 

Figure 9.2: System Performance 

Figure 9.3 shows the individual schedule agent performance for the 

cooperative interaction, the bargaining interaction and the coordinating 

interaction. The schedule agent chosen in the coordinating interaction is the 
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leader. The schedule agent chosen in the bargaining interaction sets its user reject-

rate no more than 9%. There is no special requirement for the schedule agent in 

the cooperative interaction. It is shown that the agent in coordinating interaction 

performs best while the agent in cooperative interaction performs worst. But the 

performance difference is very small. In addition, the whole system performance 

is compromised to achieve this little improvement. 
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-©- coordinating interaction 
-V bargaining interaction 

0.0S5-

0.05-

0.0i 
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user affive-rata 

0.8 0.S 

Figure 9.3: Individual Agent Performance 

Adaptive learning mechanism such as reinforcement learning [84-96] could be 

added to improve the agent performance, which has already been discussed in 

model agent's learning ability. The mechanism could be used in leaning what sort 

of response the agent can get from others. Figure 9.4 shows the effect of the 

adaptive learning mechanism. For all interactions except self-interested 

interaction, the adaptive mechanism achieves a better performance. For self-
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interested interaction, however, the agent always rejects requests from others. 

Hence, the learning cannot improve the performance. 
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Figure 9.4: Adaptive Mechanism Performance 
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9.3 Guideline on How to Choose Different Agent Interactions 

The previous section considered the performance of different agent interactions. One 

problem is that which strategy would be appropriate for different coordination models. It 

is known there are three coordination models: (i) direct coordination; (ii) meeting-

oriented coordination (iii) blackboard-based coordination. So this section tries to give 

some clues on how to choose agent interaction strategy for different coordination models. 

In the direct coordination models, two agents initiate a service exchange by explicitly 

naming the involved partners. There is no such a special agent as coordinator who 

supervises the communication of other agents. Typically it is a peer-to-peer 

communication. As a result, the bargaining interaction is an appropriate choice. And the 

two agents involving in the model could negotiate on how to achieve their goals. 

In the meeting-oriented coordination, a coordinator and deals with the problem of 

control and communication among other agents. The coordinator acts like the leader and 

other agents act like the followers in the agent coordinating interaction. It is natural to 

choose the coordinating interaction for the meeting-oriented model. 

In the blackboard-based coordination, the coordinator supervises the communication 

among agents and does not implement control mechanism. Agents use the coordinator as 

common repositories to store and retrieve messages. All agents are treated equally here. 

Hence the cooperative interaction and the self-interested interaction can be selected for 
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this coordination model. Considering the performances, the cooperative interaction is a 

better choice. 

9.4 Summary 

A set of interaction strategies in the game theory is presented in this chapter, which 

includes: the self-interested policy, the complete cooperative policy, the bargaining 

policy and the coordinating pohcy. Each strategy has its advantages and disadvantages. 

They are implemented in WAVES setting and the performances are evaluated. An 

intuitive guideline on how to choose appropriate strategies for different agent 

coordination models is given too. 
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CHAPTER 10 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

10.1 Conclusions 

The systematic method for modeling and analysis of agent systems proposed in this 

dissertation has been shown to be powerful in building an agent system. It contains 

several important results. 

First, We have proposed a belief-planner-actuator model for individual agents using 

Petri net transducer (PNT) theory, which provides a solid foundation for the research that 

we have made in this dissertation. The model presented here is an expansion of the agent 

belief-desire (BDI) theory. It consists of (1) a set of beliefs, (2) a set of procedures 

describing how certain sequences of intentions (actions) may be performed to achieve 

certain desires (goals), and (3) an database containing executable programs and an 

actuator selecting and executing appropriate programs for achieving the agent's 

intentions. 

Second, we have made an investigation on the agents' social abihty. A framework, 

incorporating a set of agent communication protocols and a set of theorems on analyzing 

the Petri net underlying these protocols, has been devised to model and analyze how 

agents may interact with each other. In this framework, agents' social behavior has been 

modeled. More importantly, perhaps, a Petri net model for the agents' interactions in 
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WAVES has been established employing all three agent social behavior models proposed 

here. These models are: direct coordination, meeting-oriented coordination and 

blackboard-based coordination. 

Third, we have explored the agents' mobility. In a sense, it is another application of 

the proposed agent communication protocols. The conceptions of the stationary agent 

(SA) and the mobile agent (MA) have been proposed and interactions between them have 

been investigated. Again, the results are applied to the WAVES. 

Finally, we have made a research on the agents' learning ability. This research has 

been accomplished for both individual agents and multi-agent systems. By adopting the 

probabilistic PNT theory and the reinforcement learning theory, a model for the 

individual agents' learning has been constructed. By adding the game theory, multiple-

agents' learning model has been established based upon the individual agents' learning 

model. The effectiveness of the proposed models is demonstrated in WAVES. 

A set of simulation experiments has been conducted in order to verify the 

effectiveness of the proposed agent model. Specially, the agent model is evaluated by 

applying to the WAVES. In doing so, a Petri net model for WAVES has been established. 
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10.2 Future Work 

The method for modeling and analysis of agent systems proposed in this dissertation 

is proven to be powerful in building an agent system. In terms of extending our work, we 

need to further investigate the following issues. 

1. Develop a simulation environment that simplifies the process of testing the agent 

system. Currently, the user is expected to analyze the agent model manually once 

the model is constructed, which is time-consuming and error-prone. The 

simulation environment will take the agent model as an input and generate a 

report of the system structural properties such as deadlock, liveness, boundedness, 

etc for further system testing. 

2. Develop a software that transforms the agent model into an agent skeleton 

implementation automatically. This software will shorten the agent system 

development cycle and make the transforming process more robust. 

3. Analyze the multi-agent systems' learning behavior using the entropy theory. 

Currently, some effort has already been made on the individual agents' learning. 

An extension is required so that the agents' interaction can be examined using the 

results from entropy theory too. 
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